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Trash plant
tosses out
contractor
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a contemporary
collection of
unique fashions,
accessories and crafts

DRAVO

HOT HOT HIP COATS:
• Swiss, German, Russian Overcoats
• Austrian, French Canvas Riding Jackets
• U.S. Navy and French Wool Peacoats & more!

Regional Waste Systems is
paying $6 million.
Dravo is going to pack up
and leave town for good.
The two have settled their
differences over the trash-toenergy plant they built for RWS
on outer Congress Street.
"By definition, if the board
votes unanimously, RWS is
happy," says Eric Root, deputy
director of RWS.
Whether the 20 member
communities of RWS will be
happy with the arrangement
remainstobeseen. Tipping fees,
which the 20 member communities pay to dump trash at the
plant now stand at $25 per ton.
There's a good possibility they
will rise.
"There will be an affect," says
Root. ''We're hoping not this
year. But what exactly the costs
will be, and how they will be
borne, is not in yet." New debt
will have to be issued, he anticipates, and beyond that is the
cost of settling in with new
contractors.
RWS and Dravo have frequently disagreed over the
quality of Dravo' s construction.
RWS has withheld a total of
$4.8 million in payments to
Dravo, for such things as faulty
insulation of boilers. RWS is
paying$2.6millionofthatwithheld cash to Dravo as part of
the deal; the remaining $2.2
million will be saved to finish
the work Dravo leaves undone.
Dravo has consistently contested the withholding, and
finally announced that they
wanted out of their contract to
run the plant for 20 years. RWS
agreed to pay $3.4 million for
the contract.
Now RWS will have to find
another operator, as well as
someone to do the $2.2 million
worth of construction. Root
says there are plenty of interested parties, and although the
search has not fonnally begun,
people are piping up.
• Hannah Holmes
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~DONDE ESTABA JORGE?

HAVEN'T WE HEARD THIS ONE BEFORE?

Where was
George?

New waterfront coalition wants a plan

George Bush was not at his
Walker Point family compound
on October 8. Or if he was, he
didn't come out to offer coffee
to 100 soaking wet, freezing
cold demonstrators who
walked to his house chanting.
"Money for jobs and not for war;
u.s. out of El Salvador."
The march, which began at
the Kennebunkport post office,
was the final event of Eyewitness Week. In the preceding
days, people who have seen
Nicaragua firsthand spoke out
in contradiction to the Reagan/
Bush interpretation of events
there.
From inside fat, quiet cars,
smooth faces raised their eyebrows. A man in a Lincoln gave
the group the finger.
"If I had a Lincoln I'd vote for
Bush, too."
A lot of people stopped their
cars long enough to take pictures - the signs, running in the
rain, the blown-up photographs
of half-naked children, the
banners whipping in the wet
wind.
"This is Freezing Knuckle
Stretch, this piece of road here.
This is Breezy Bluff."
The march, called the most
scenic protest route in the country, was beyond doubt the least
comfortable in the country last
Saturday. Two men at the head
of the line struggled with the
wind for control of a banner.
"Bush and Quayle are filthy
thugs; they tell us lies and sell us
drugs."
In a soggy grass patch near
the entrance to the Bush house,
eyewitnesses took turns shouting into the microphone set in
the back of a truck.
"Our eyes don't lie because our
hearts won't let us."
"The true story is not being told
by the major media."
"Only 50 percent of the people
vote anymore."
When it got too cold, everyone started to walk back along
the shore,
"I've got some 'Lobotomies for
Republicans' buttons left."
"Leave one for George."
"Too late."
- Hannah Holmes

News of
the weird
--Some witches who met recently in El Paso, Texas, are
predicting that George Bush
will win in November. No surprise; did you seriously think
they'd endorse the governor of
the state that held the Salem
witch trials?
--Parker Abell, 74, was
charged in San Antonio with
trying to hire a man to kill
Mayor Henry Cisneros. In
Abell's car, police found a
homemade, fill-in fonn, "Sovereign Court of the People:
Execution Warrant," and they
alleged, based on other documents, that Abell believes the
Constitution gives citizens the
right to remove public officials
by any means.

Eleven strange bedfellows,
from the Portland West Neighborhood Planning Committee
to Merrill Industries and Portland Pilots, Inc. have cuddled
up together and given birth to
the Alliance for a Working
Waterfront.
"If the waterfront is going to
be developed, there's always
going to be some conflict," said

Mike Kane, who represented
MerrillIndustriesata press conference Oct. 11. ''We're going to
focus on the issues that are
divisive and hammer them
out."
The goal of the Alliance is to
get the waterfront out of limbo.
The first point the diverse
members agree on is that the
city has been waffling and

wandering too long. Theywant
a plan and some rules to follow.
Their first act as the Alliance
for a Working Waterfront has
been to collect 750 signatures is
support of a 150-foot zoning
variance requested by Merrill
Industries. The planning board
has compromised with Merrill
Marine Tenninal neighbors
who don't want 150-foot ce-

BCM&S

ment storage silos in their faces.
The board's recommendation
of135 feet goes to the city coun- .
cil for a hearing and possibly a
vote, Wednesday Oct. 12.
The Alliance considers the
Merrill proposal as something
of a test case for how much
working the city wants the
waterfront to do.
- Hannah Holmes

ASK:

Does Guilford have the
dough to play trains?
It takes something pretty big
to get these four politicians to
agree. Something like a railroad.
Public servants Joseph Brennan, William Cohen, George
Mitchell, and Olympia Snowe
(BCM&S) have co-requested an
special investigation into the
wallet of Guilford Transportation Industries (GIl).
BCM&S want the Interstate
Commerce Commission (ICC)
to make a special investigation
of the train company, because
they're afraid that a money
shortage is responsible for
equipment decay.
The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) two weeks back
released a study it made of
safety at GTI. That investigation too, was requested by the
big guns, who took the hint
from Guilford customers and
striking workers that all was
not well in the train business.
"We have never before en-

Fish house nets $100 grand
J
J

found.
"I don't know if they're (City
Council) being too aggressive
in trying to sell it in three
months," says Auction Manager, Leo Hurtubise. He says it
will take any buyer the whole,
holiday-riddled month of December to take the helm of the
auction. That leaves six weeks
for the city to find a buyer. And
that assumes the city doesn't
decide to hang on to the auction
itself.
Vessel Services Co. pledged
$25,000. If the fishennen dock
elsewhere, Vessel Services
doesn't sell any fuel and ice .
Some fishermen have
pledged as much as $5,000 to
keep the auction in business. If
it closes, they are faced with
finding another big refrigerator, and another place to show
and sell their catches. That
could mean New Bedford or
Boston.
- Hannah Holmes

--A Laotian tribesman and
his son (both naturalized U.S.
citizens) were found guilty of
assault in July after a disagreement with a motorist on a Chicago expressway ramp. Ching
Xiong and Brave Xiong had
denied the charges and requested that the judge conduct
a trial by havingall parties drink
water containing rooster blood
as the means for ascertaining
the truth.

- Hannah Holmes

Med waste task force
fInally assembled

After a week of more media than mackerel ..

Buoyed by a life-ring of cash
and promises, the Portland Fish
Exchange might be able to keep
trading fish until the end of
December, at least. Early last
week it had only $32,000 enough to see it through two
weeks. Since then the pot has
about tripled.
The troubled fish auction,
which has seldom shown profit
in its 30-month life, has been
losing $7,000 to $8,000 a week
lately.
But it has been a good enough
thing that the local fishing industry is kicking in a total of
$50,000 to keep it alive. Seeing
that, City Manager Robert B.
Ganley will ask the City Council to put out another $50,000 he's recommending they give
back a $25,000 line of credit,
and appropriate an additional
$25,000 to keep fish moving
through until a private buyer,
or group of buyers, can be

countered a fleet with such a
high percentage of its units in
noncompliance, or so many
problems on each unit," reported the FRA. "The ... high
number of violations is evidence that GTI had begun to
allow its locomotives to deteriorate to the point where ...
theycould ... have becomeserious safety hazards."
"There has been concern over
the stability of Guilford in
Maine," says Barbara Reinertsen of Brennan's office.
''Their branch in New York state
has suffered severe financial
problems." The ICC took over
running the Delaware and
Hudson branch of GTI when it
went bankrupt.
BCM&S are asking the ICC to
draw up a contingency plan to
make sure stuff gets moved
around ifGTr's Maine line gets
derailed.

--Larry Quick wasn't. The 25year-old man was arraigned on
robbery charges in Keego Harbor, Mich., after he tried to swim
away with money he had allegedly taken from a waterfront
restaurant. Apparently, he was
not a good swimmer and was
captured when he had to be
rescued by several employees
of the restaurant.
- Chuck Shepherd/AlterNet

AlanPrysunka,directorofthe ever, that one of the biggest
DEP's Bureau of Oil and Haz- problems facing the DEP still
ardous Waste, has finally cor- remains what to do about the
raIled a 21-member task force small generators of infectious
to begin drafting of infectious waste such as doctors' and denwaste regulations for the state tists' offices and persons utilizof Maine.
ing horne health care. One prosThetaskforcemetinAugusta pect that arose at the meeting
on October 4 to tackle the first was to channel this material to
major stumbling block the DEP area hospitals for disposal, a
and every other organization solution that was "generally
in the state that deals with in- welcomed" by hospital reprefectious waste has been facing sentatives.
- defining exactly what infec"This plan will require a new
tious waste is.
set of regulations," says
"We focused on what waste Prysunka, "and will probably
is to be considered hazardous," . inspirejealousyfromindustries
says Prysunka, "and reached a such as BFI (Browning Ferris
consensus."
Industries, a waste disposal
This consensus centered pli- company that handles infecmarily on two types of waste tious waste for many Maine
that had been in question by medical facilities), but it is a
health care officials - bodily more practical and economic
fluids and related materials solution for generators of infecsuch as dreSSings.
tious waste in places like En"The MD's detennined that field or Presque Isle than shipall bodily fluids as well any ping it all the way to Massachudressing or bandage that is wet setts."
or dripping should be considPrysunka states that the next
ered infectious," says Prysunka. step for the task force is to de"If it is dried, the doctors felt tenninehow tohandleand treat
that we shouldn't worry about infectious waste. He says that
it." All "sharps" or potential the group will meet again in
sharps such as needles or any early December and that he
glass products will also be predicts a draft of infectious
considered infectious, accord- waste regulations for Maine
ing to the task force.
should be written up by March.
Prysunka points out, how- Thomas A. Verde
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C ••co B.y W_kly IS a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media , Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings ,
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive alilhat kind of stuN by
the end of the Thursday pncr to
the Issue in which you want tt
to appear.

1775-6601
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PRICES
Seeing is believing ..
Come a nd see why
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again and again
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Editor:

CONVERSATION WITH

what follows are the contents of a letter which I have
recently sent out to all Portland City Councilors in regard
to legislation which I feel should be introduced to control the unreasonable and unrestricted car towingwhich
has been occurring in Portland

Russell Hunnewell

-r'ddJ4?o
Ted Pitas
Portland
Towing Companies Out of Control

HARD CIDER
F ARMOriental Rugs
45 Middle Road, Route 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments:
(207) 775-1600
Hours: 10-5 'lUes-Sat
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'i'BOUGHT'i'
AND SOLD
Restaurant.

Russell Hunnewell, 47 or
57 as he guesses, is the owner
ofthe Porthole Restaurant on
Custom House Wharf. Hun·
newell has owned the business for 19 years. He inherIted it from his mother who
Inherited it from a close to
100-year-old history on the
wharf. Hunnewell has
worked in restaurants from
Arizona to North Carolina but
says he likes it here just fine.

Who eats here?
We've got a real across-theboard mixture of people. We've
got everyone from bag ladies to
millionaires, They all seem to
feel comfortable here,
What w ould y ou say is your
favorite thing about the Porth ole?
It's uniqu e. I've been in the
business all my life. 1've worked
in some p retty big places and
it's completely different than
any restaurant you'll ever go

into, It's got a laid back atmosphere, people here seem to
make friends and they all seem
to have one thing in commonboats and water.

wouldn't be able to handle the
business. This last summer, we
were at capacity all summer
long. Wedid more business this
past summer than we did the
year before with the ferry still
here - although I do miss them
There have been a couple of because they've always been
big changes down here in the here ever since we've been here.
last year and those have been
the closing of Sam's and the
moving of the Casco BayFerry what's the best change you've
Lines. Have you noticed any seen down here?
change in your business beIn the last eight or ten years,
cause of these?
since the city started putting
I felt bad about the closing of money down here, the police
Sam's. We both did a very good have cleaned up the waterfront
business. Sam's closing didn't - they've got the winos and
increase my business because moved ' em up town. In fact,
it couldn' t - we're full all the down here now I wouldn' t say
time anyway. It was really sad there was any criminal activity
to see him go because there's - just plain working people.
plenty of room here for two
workingmen's restaurants. If
the ferry line was still here, I Do you have any plans for
expansion?
I don' t at this point. I would
like to build a kitchen though.

PRINTS, MAPS,
AUTOGRAPHS

CBW photo/Joe Kievitt

Do you ever do any cooking?

773-4200

Oh, Ido when I have time, I'd
like to. I'd like to think I'm a
chef, but my son does most of
the cooking now,

APPRAISALS
SEARCH SERVICE
OVER 40,000 BOOKS
IN STOCK
..

How many eggs do you go
through on a Sunday morn- ~'i'=~
ing?
241 CONGRESS STREET
About 50 dozen.

________

What kind offish do you serve
at your Friday fISh fry?

Fresh fish. There's no specific
kind. The public loves it no
--------- ..
matter whether it's haddoc k, r.
pollack, or sole. I like getting
sole. But it cou ld be anything as
long as it' s fresh.
· SPECIA L

:Perm &Cut

Thom as A. Verd e is a Portland
wrner who thinks the best thing about
autumn in Portland is the return of hot
oatmeal to the Portho le.
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FREE PARKING!

47 India 5t. • 772-8690

Last night my car was towed from the lot on Commercial
Street that is next to W,L. Blake, almost across the street from
the new ferry terminal, and known to Nappi's Towing as the
"Woods Products Lot." When the car was parked there, we
were not aware that public parking was not allowed. Later,
after the car was towed, we realized that indeed public
parking was not allowed in the lot and there is actually a sign
stating this! My problem with this is thatthe sign is so faint that
it is not readable at night unless you are within six to 10 feet of
it! If I am going to be towed from a lot against my wishes, I
think it is only fair to be notified of this in a reasonable
manner.
I spoke with someone in the police department regarding
the faint sign and was told that the owner of the lot does not
even have to have a sign. I think that almost everyone will
agree that the norm is, that if there is no sign that says you
cannot park in a certain place then you can. In times like these
when the parking is at many times difficult in the Old Port
area, those who are looking for parking are lured to this lot
by its unrestricted appearance. The unsuspecting car owner
is then caught by a possibly less than scrupulous towing
service and surprised by the fact that if he wants his car back he
will have to pay dearly! Have towing companies, specifically
Nappi's, been issued licenses to steal? This must be "legalized crime."
I was forced to pay $80 for this "fine" unwanted service,
My car was towed approximately three blocks to a lot near
Jordan's Meats. This must have taken the driver at most a
half an hour, counting time to hitch up the car and disconnect
it. For this service I was charged $55! There was an additional
fee of $15 to get the car back at night, which we later
discovered we would not have been charged if we picked the
carup the next moming. (The tow truckdriver refused to tale
the car back so that we could pick it up in the morning and
save $15.) To top off our charges we were also charged for
storage at the rate of $10 per day. I guess the minimumcharge
for storage was $10 because the car could not have been in
that lot for even three hours! We saw the driver tow at least
four other cars within a period of two hours and we weren't
even observing him the whole time, so it could have been
more.
Toby Nappi, the owner of Nappi's towing, would not
return my calls to jUstify his fees even though I called five
times in a two day period,

Someone is really making a killing in this business and it is
condoned by our police department! I would not be surprised if
some lot owners are actually receiving payments from some
towing companies since the business appears to be so lucrative. I would also not be surprised if signs are purposely
allowed by lot owners to fall into disrepair to lure more unsuspecting motorists into the trap. Are these parking traps
similar to the speed traps in the south?
Here are my suggestions for a new law which would
eliminate abuse of the system:
1) To tow a vehicle from a private lot and charge the cost of
the towing to the car owner, the lot must be clearly marked
that the parking is restricted and that vehicles in violation
will be towed at the owners expense. If the vehicle is blocking
traffic or a doorway this requirement would not be applicable.
2) Tow charges shall be reasonable for a towing tha t has not
been requested by the owner of the vehicle. Towing companies are required to justify their rates in writing to those who
request it, and profit for the company as a whole cannot
exceed 15% return on equity (similar to the regulation on
public utilities). As an estinlate of what reasonable would be
at this time, $30 during the day and $35 at night appear to be
appropriate.
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October .", .....

by Dick Russell and Russell King

In the face of what staff attorney David Doniger calls a "genuine global emergency," the Natural ResourcesDefense Council
(NROC) announced last' month that it will haul the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) into federal court. What the
New York-headquartered environmental group is seeking, under
mandate of the Clean Air Act, is a rapid and virtual phase-out of
the chemicals that are depleting the stratospheric ozone layer.
This is perhaps the most dramatic of actions taken over the past
year in the "politics of ozone" - actions that may make next
week's meeting in the Netherlands a turning poont in this planet's
history.
Not long after the signing of an international treaty last September in Montreal, agreeing to cut by 50 percent their production of the chemicals by 1999, alarming new scientific evidence
proved that the accord did not go nearly far enough. The
stratospheric layer, which makes life on Earth possible by shielding the planet from an overdose of the sun's ultraviolet (UV)
radiation, was observed during a 17-month National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) study to be damaged
more than twice as badly as computer models had indicated.
It has now also been conclusively shown that chlorofluorcarbon chemicals (CFCs), released by refrigeration units, insulating
foams and industrial solvents, are the primary cause of ozone
loss. Once aloft, CFCs take between seven and ten years to
migrate into the upper atmosphere, where the sun's intense rays
break them down, freeing atoms of chlorine. This chlorine in
tum drives a series of reactions that destroys ozone.

is anticipated. Margaret Kripke, an immunologist who headed
an EPA scientific panel on ozone risks, says that UV rays may
also damage the body's immune system and impair the ability to
fight off certain infectious diseases.
"But in many cases, humans can protect themselves from
radiation," says Dr. Thomas Coohill, president of the American
Society of Photobiology. "I think that plants soaking up all that
ultraviolet is more of a worldwide worry. Decreasing crop yields
could lead to starvation in many parts of the world."

Sunburned soybeans
So far, there hasn't been much research in to such a threat. But
experiments by Dr. Alan Teramura, a botany professor at the
University of Maryland, have found that each one percent
increase in UV radiation apparently gives soybeans "sunburn,"
reducing their yield by an equivalent amount and damaging the
quality of the grain. Teramura estimates that two out of three
plant species are sensitive to increased rates of UV.
As more radiation makes its way toward the Earth, it creates
ozone smog. Ironically, while ozone is a blessing in the upper
atmosphere, at ground level it's a curse. There, coming from a
reaction between nitrogen oxides (a product of combustion) and
volatile organic compounds, ozone becomes the major urban air
pollutant.
Because of high ozone levels, most Northeastern cities - including Portland - are in violation of federal clean air standards.
According to the Maine DEP's Air Bureau, there have been 125
hours of violations of the federal ozone standard this past
summer alone - including the highest reading ever recorded in
this state.
Even if all CFC manuf~cturing across the globe were stopped
today, we would still face serious problems ahead. Given the
tons of chemicals already released and still en route to the
stratosphere, the ozone shield would over time probably decline
another four to five percent. But scientists point out that the
protective veil is not yet irreparably damaged; in time, it can
stabilize and heal itself.

"Humans can
protect themselves
from radiation but
plants soaking up
Catastrophe ahead?
all that ultraviolet
For several years, scientists have documented a sudden and
is more of a worsening hole in the ozone layer over Antarctica. An expediworldwide worry. tion last year found that the hole had doubled in size since 1985,
with an average depletion reaching 50 percent during the AntDecreasing crop arctic spring when the darkness abates and the first sun's rays
ignite chemical reactions. The frightening question is now
yields could lead whether this phenomenon might occur at other latitudes. The
to starvation in NASA study revealed that, since 1969, the ozone layer has
declined by as much as three percent over heavily populated
many parts of areas in the mid-latitudes of the U.S., Canada, and Europe. At an
international scientific meeting in mid-May, a Canadian re- Clamp down
the world." searcher reported that another hole similar to Antarctica's may
Dr. Thomas Coohill
President
American Society
of Photobiology

be developing near the North Pole.
Keep in mind that this result is occurring from human-made
chemicals released quite some time ago. And once in the atmosphere, CFCs persist for roughly 100 years. Hence, the long-term
effects have only begun to be documented. "At this point, one
cannot eliminate catastrophe as one of the possible conclusions,"
atmospheric scientist F. Sherwood Rowland, who first sounded
the alarm about CFCs in 1974, recently told the Boston Globe.
With each one percent loss of ozone, twice that amount of
ultraviolet radiation reaches the Earth. The amount ofUV reaching the ground may well increase by 15 percent or more by the
middle of the next century. For humans, that means increases in
the already-climbing rate of skin cancer. The EPA has estimated
that a 15 percent rise in UV would cause 1.5 million additional
skin cancer cases each year. Over Australia and New Zealand,
where average ozone depletion is now estimated at four percent,
at least a 20 percent rise in skin cancer over the next two decades

Thus, the haunting question is whether the political will exists
to put a total clamp on CFCs. A year ago the Montreal Protocol
and its 50 percent cutback plan by the leading industrial nations
was negotiated under the assumption that ozone depletion
wouldn't reach the startling levels that the NASA study subsequently detected until the year 2050. Now, as it stands, "the Montreal accord can do absolutely nothing," says Robert Watson,
chairman of NASA's Ozone Trends Panel. Watson also recently
pointed out to World Watch magazine that CFC production will
remain constant during the treaty's ten-year phase-down period, since developing nations were given a complete exemption
and some major CFC users, like South Korea, refused to sign.
The existing Protocol has now been signed by 45 nations
(including the U.S.) and ratified by 10. It is expected to take effect
in January.
But Mustafa Tolba, executive director of the United Nations
Environment Program that oversees the effort, has declined
urgent requests from environmentalists and Congress members

for an emergency meeting to strengthen the treaty.
EPA administrator Lee Thomas admitted two weeks ago that
"we as a global environmental community must use the protocol
to go even further." But his EPA has shown no inclination to
push the U.S. any further, despite the fact that even shortly
before Montreal the agency was calling for a 95 percent cutback
worldwide.
"There is no question that the science leads to the conclusion
that deeper cuts are necessary," admits EPA spokesman Christian Rice. But, he adds, if the U.S. - producer of 29 percent of the
world's CFCs - were to move unilaterally toward a phase-out,
othernations might then be disinclined to ratify the existing pact,
believing that they don't have to do anything because the U.s. is
doing it for them.
But the EPA's rationale seems moot, since 45 countries representing at least two-thirds of the global CFC production have
ratified the Montreal pact.
Indeed, Norway and Sweden have already gone further than
the 50 percent cutback, stipulating a near-total ban on CFCs and
Halons (chemicals used widely in fire-extinguishing systems)
by 1995. "This is a survival issue in a global sense," Norwegian
Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland recently commented.
"The U.S. finally did lead in pushing for an international
agreement, but it's obviously time to take further steps and then
get other countries to do the same," says the NRDC's Ooniger.
It's this country's obligation to lead by example, but we are
rapidly losing any leadership role."

Enter the NRDC
So NRDC, the group that first sued the EPA in 1984 and was
successful in forCing certain stronger restrictions of CFCs by the
agency, is going back to federal court. It will use the latest
scientific assessments as a clear indication that a mandated 50
percent CFC reduction in the U.s. is not good enough. (Experts
now pretty much concur that an 85 percent reduction is necessary just to keep the existing situation from getting worse; 95
percent would enable the ozone to restore itself over a period of
decades.)
It could be a year, however, before the lawsuit is decided and,
in the meantime, the EPA and the U.N. are dragging their heels
"trying to ensure a smooth transition in the face ofa monumental
crisis," says Environmental Defense Fund scientist Michael
Oppenheimer.
Glossing over the ozone problem has, until very recently, been
the norm for government, industry, and science for most of the
past 14 years. After atmospheriC scientists first brought the
ozone layer to public attention in 1974, people bombarded
Congress with more letters than on any issue since the Vietnam
War. The EPA responded in 1978 by imposing a ban on the use
of CFC propellants in aerosol sprays, which then composed half
of the U.s. CFC output. Under President Carter, the agency went
so far as to recommend a total freeze on U.S. production of the
chemicals.
But CFCs were big business, especially for the powerful Du
Pont Corporation. The chemical giant - the world's No.1 CFC
producer - has been manufacturing it since 1930, under the
trademark Freon. For years, CFCs were regarded as a kind of
miracle chemical- non-toxic, non-flammable coolants that made

possible safe and reliable refrigerators and air conditioners.
Later CFCs became blowing agents for plastic raw materials
and removers of impurities in computer microchips and electronic parts.
When the CFC-ozone link was firstsuspected,Du Pont pledged
to take independent action if the theory panned out. But before
doing anything, its executives wanted testing, which implied
years of monitoring to gather evidence of actual damage to the
ozone layer. Quietly, during the late 70s, Dp Pont began researching CFC substitutes. But in 1980, the year Reagan was
elected president, it stopped doing so. "There wasn't scientific or
economic justification to proceed," the company's Freon division manager told The Washington Post last April.

Change of tune
During Reagan's first term, warnings from the National Academy of Sciences suddenly became far less alarming. The ozone
dilemma seemed indeed to have been relegated to deep space.
EP A Administrator Anne Gorsuch Burford, forced to step
down during a 1983 toxins scandal, even mocked the problem Hot cooler in the works
in a book published after her
There are bright sides to the ozone problem - and one of
resignation. She called upon her them is shining in Bangor.
readers to "remember a few
One year ago, James LaBrecque was a refrigerator reyears back when the big news pairman in Farmington who thought up a better fridge
was fluorocarbons that suppos- design , He is now working with the University of Maine to
edly threatened the ozone develop a simplified retail food refrigerator and a home
unit with thermal ice storage. In addition to being more
layer?"
Science seemed equally intent efficient, LaBrecque's design uses a coolant that is less
on keeping the lid on. In 1985 damaging to the ozone layer.
Because LaBrecque's design raises the coolant - a chlothe British Antarctic Survey and
or CFC - in two stages rather than one, it is
rofluorcorbon
NASA finally went public
capable
of
using
a much less resilient, and therefore less
about a 40 percent decrease
stable,
CFC.
detected in the ozone layer over
Because the CFC his refrigerator could use (HCFC-22) is
Antarctica's Halley Bay. It
less
stable. it deteriorates befare reaching the ozone layer
turned out that the British team
presenting
only one-twentieth the ozone-depleting
had been observing a steady
capacity
of
the
standard CFC-12.
decline there since 1977, yet had
Central Maine Power, Frigidaire and the EPA have all
decided against notifying the contributed support and expressed interest in the design.
scientific community because LaBrecque has completed construction of a working protothey "mistrusted theirmeasure- type and has filed for a patent.
ments." In addition, NASA's
Energy consultant Joseph Chaisson mused, in response
own low readings since 1978 to developments such as this, "The ozone problem may be
had been automatically dis- pushing people toward using more efficient energy-saving
carded by the project's com- equipment."
puter. According to aJune 1986
article in the New Yorker, the
computer had been programmed "not to record exceptionally low ozone levels, because
such levels had never been observed and might be expected to
have resulted from faulty measurements."
So throughout the decade non-aerosol applications of CFCs
increased substantially, leading eventually to higher levels of
the chemicals in the atmosphere than before the EPA's 1978
aerosol ban. Du Pont, producer of one-fourth of the world's
estimated 2.4 billion pounds of CFCs annually, and a half-dozen
continued on next page
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other American manufacturers continued manu facturing CFCs.
Today about $135 billion in existing appliances and equipment
use CFCs in the U.s., including 100 million home refrigerators
and 90 million auto air conditioners. General Motors, whose
?wn chemist in its Frigidaire division, Thomas Midgley, Jr.,
Invented CFCs over 60 years ago, now says it's considering
shifting from CFC-12 in car air conditioners to a non-chlorine
chemical that doesn't deplete ozone. (Another option is for
automakers to redesign their air conditioning systems to use
CFC-22, the coolant used in home air conditioners, which contains only one-twentieth the ozone-depleting capacity of CFC12.)
But Du Pont says it will take until the year 2000 to come up with
substitutes and phase out its CFCs altogether. After a briefing to
its board of directors last March, the corporation did announce
plans to finally follow the beseechings of its own staff scientist
and gradually end the CFC era, (A smaller company, Pennwalt,
revealed its own intent the same day.) Since Du Pont was
apparently voluntarily abandoning its $600-million-a-year CFC
trade, and going 50 percent further than the international treaty,
the move drew considerable applause. Even the environmental
group Friends of the Earth wrote to Du Pont's Chairman Richard
Heckert, "You are 'to be congratulated for your commitment to
eliminate these compounds ... "

thoughtful analysis of the explosive ski
scene emerging across Maine and New
Hampshire as well as sJope-by-slope information about all of the region's downhill
and cross-country ski areas - complete
with trail maps. And Black Diamond will be
a product of Casco Bay Weekly - Portland's
premier news and entertainment source.
If you want to reach Greater Portland's
most active skiing consumers, you'll want
to be in Black Diamond. The deadline for
editorial and advertising copy is November 15. But don't wait: call 775-6601 today
to reserve premium space.

Windfall profits
The irony is that Du Pont, for whom CFCs added up to only
a?out two percent of its 1987 earnings, may be about to reap a
bigger fortune on the products as demand for a dwindling
supply. of CFCs. s~nd~ the price escalating. While Du Pont has
touted Its ~30 million mvestment in developing alternatives, the
EPA predIcts between $1.8 billion and $7.2 billion in windfall
profits for the nations seven CFC makers as they phase out the
chemicals through the end of the century.
"It's intolerable that the very companies which have damaged
the ozone layer should now make billions in windfall profits in
orde~ to save it," says NRDC's Doniger. "Besides, if you're
makmg lots of money still making the old stuff, you might be
slower in introducing any new product. So the EPA to its credit
is looking ~nto eit~er a fee or an auction system to c~pture som~
?f. ~ha.t wmdfall. The money would go into future federal
mltiatives on the ozone layer crisis.
Internationally, Doniger believes that the U.S. should follow
through on an earlier threat of trade restrictions against any
country holding out against the Montreal Protocol and any
future global agreements on CFCs. (Japan and Europe account
for 41 percent of the world's CFC production; the U.S., 29
percent; India: Chin~, and other developing countries, 16 percent; the SOVIet Umon and other Eastern ble .: countries, 14
percent. No East bloc country has yet ratified the Protocol.) The
NRI?C, through an a~ready-established relationship with the
SOVIet Academy of Sciences on the nuclear verification issue is
"attempting to use that avenue of communication to have the
academy leadership bring home to Soviet officials the impor!ance of ratification and reassessment of the agreement," accordmg to Doniger.
Meanwhile, the People's Republic of China has signed a letter
of intent with an American entrepreneur, Stephen Malaker, for
a technology transfer for a CFC refrigeration substitute. Malaker, fo~der of a New Jersey company called Cryodynamics,
Inc.. has mvented a new line of units with small, light-weight
engines that rely on helium instead of chlorine. After encountering U.S. industry resistance to marketing his cryodynamic coolers" for refrigerators and air conditioners. Malaker set up a
prototype unit for the Chinese government.
"In .essence," he says, "we've had to go around the U.S.
~stablishment. But the Chinese want to leap-frog the Freon
mvestment; they don't want to build big plants when CFCs are
being outlawed all over the world. So they want to manufacture
our household refrigerators, and their mandated goal is to get up
to nine million units a year by 1990."
. ~hile environmental groups like NRDC and even a pioneermg mventor wrestle at the federal and international levels, there
are efforts to increase awareness and action in local areas as well.
The Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) is r ,hing hard for
state and local mandates for recycling of CFC. 'om air conditioners and refrigerators, which account for abcut 40 percent of
all CFC emissions.

the whole problem, because approximately 500 million pounds
of CFCs in the U.S. are "banked" inside these existing refrigeration units, a time-bomb waiting to be released."
Ordinances that restrict or ban foam packaging have been
passed by Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, as well as Suffolk
County, N.Y., and the city of Berkeley, California.
In recent months no state has been as active in the war on
ozone-depleting chemicals as Massachusetts. In an executive
order issued May 18, Gov. Michael Dukakis immediately banned
state purchases of styrofoam cups and plates made from CFCs,
and ordered total elimination of all non-recyclable polystyrene
(styrofoam) products by June 1989.
Then on June 22, Massachusetts Attorney General James Shannon filed a first-of-its-kind lawsuit against a Hyannis-based
foam manufacturer, Packaging Industries Inc., to stop this facility fro~ emitting CFC~. ~'We allege that this facility is emitting
the eqUIvalent of 7.8 mIllion aerosol cans of CFCs a year and its
disregard for its environmental effect cannot be allowed to
continue," said Shannon, in charging the company with violations of the state's Clean Air Act and the Massachusetts Environmental ~rotection Act. The state is currently in negotiations with
Packagmg Industries Inc. to force it to install control technology
~o recover the CFCs and/ or shift to nitrogen as its foam-producmg agent.
"We are empowered to seek $25,000 per day for each violation," say Shannon's spokesman Torn McNaught. "The fines
could total millions if we go to court and win. What has been
absolutely incredible is the number of calls we have been receiving from attorney general's offices and environmental agencies
across the country," indicating that they might be interested in
taking a similar tack.
Curiously, the fellow who kicked off Massachusetts' charge
last fall was its secretary of state, Michael J. Connolly. After
watching for two years with increasing concern as scientists
probed the growing hole in the Antarctic's ozone, Connolly hit
the roof when Reagan Secretary ofInterior Donald Hodel opined
a year ago that people concerned about the problem simply
ought to don hats and sunglasses. Connolly, whose normal
duties are supervising elections, corporations and stock sales,
abruptly committed $5,000 dollars and five staff members to a
save-the-ozone campaign, under the aegis of his office's Citizen
Information Service. Turned down by the State Department in
his effort to attend the Montreal Protocol conference, he went to
the U.N. for permission - and got it.
Despite criticism from other state politicians that he's overstepping his bounds - some began disparagingly to call him
"Secretary of Space" - Connolly has forged ahead. He's hosted
a conference at the Massachusetts State House on the impact of
ozone layer depletion; pushed Sen. John Kerry (D-MA), who
once defeated him for the Democratic nomination, to force the
Foreign Relations Committee to move in ratifying the treaty; and
bent Dukakis' ear on the need for an immediate summit conference on global environmental concerns if the governor becomes
president. In early August the Massachusetts secretary of state
served notice that he'd like to join onto the NRDC's lawsuit
against the EPA and offered his legal skills, gratis.
All of which would seem cause for optimism that Dukakis'
election might make a crucial difference when it comes to the
ozone dilemma. "I don' t expect anything else from this current
administration," says Rafe Pomerance of the World Resources
Institute. "The NRDC lawsuit might do something, but really it's
going to be up to the next administration."
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For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Copying old and
faded photographs
~ememberthatold
photograph you found?
Remember how it made you
feel? You can share the
memories. Plan now
to have it copied in
time for the holidays.

The evidence is in
Today even the most laissez-faire of scientists and government
officials, for years unwilling to ruffle a few industrial feathers to
save the planet, are being forced to concede that extreme solutions are needed.
"If we had taken early warnings seriously and phased out
these chemicals in the '70s, there would be no detectable depletion today," David Doniger has said. "Because we're so addicted
to these chemicals and because industry dropped (the search for)
substitutes, we're stuck." Now, unless the U.S. and other nations
wake up fast, he concludes, the crisis we face "will make Chernobyllook like a trash fire at the county dump."

The Photo Finish

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab

A time-bomb
"Although a lot ofCFC emissions happen immediately," notes
the EDF's Sarah Clark, many occur when coolin.,. units in a car or
refrigerator are disposed of, or when they r serviced and
recharged. Banning the production and use of U ;Cs won't solve

t_

Dick Russell, an environmental wr~er, prepared this report w~h research
assistance from Ru •• ell King, of the education department at the Boston
Museum of Science. This story was adapted from a report originally appearing
In In These Times, a national weekly newspaper based in Chicago.

SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations
Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing
B&W prints from color slides
10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861
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Acafe chair for indoor
or outdoor use, Noting
allusions to Thonet
bentwood, Paris chairs
and Scandinavian
design, the jurors cited
the simple, Inexpensive
chair for its playful
appearance and
"overall sense of fun"
Impressed by the chair's
price tag, Rezek
concluded, "These
should be
recommended on
accessibility alone;
at METRO.. ,of course!

DISCOVERY
AND RECOVERY
FOR ADULT
CHIDRENOF
DYSFUNCTIONAL
FAMILIES

IF YOU MUST BE UP BEFORE NOON ...

by Sherry Miller

WATER VASE GATE

FUNDY ROCKS

Beyond the quilt

Break your breakfast rut
Winston Churchill once told his own 7-day war, with me
When I was studying in Jaa writer that he and his wife bearing the brunt of this verbal pan a few years ago I woke up
tried breakfasting together but fusillade. Neither one of us not to a coffee and croissant but
gave up the practice in order to knew that an Israeli breakfast is to a bowl of rice swimming in
keep their marriage intact.
a do-it-yourself affair. One cuts green tea, a piece of pickle and
Anne Morrow Lindbergh, on up raw tomatos, cucumbers, a piece of fried fish. Later, as I
the other hand, considered it "a green peppers and onions and toured the country and stayed
simple enough pleasure to have moistens this what-we-would- in hotels frequented only by
breakfast with one's (spouse)," have-called-a-salad with yo- Japanese, breakfast was a bufthen lamented the fact that few gurt. As they say chacun son fet tha t consis ted of bean curd,
married people managed to gout, but the gout of my now ex- raw eggs, stew, soups, several
achieve it.
friend was not raw vegetables kinds of pickles, potato salad,
Fans of Lewis Carroll will at the start of his day.
sardines and other fish, and a
remember that his Snark ate
To us in the New World host of dishes that will forever
breakfast at five o'clock tea, a breakfast always means eggs. remain a mystery to me.
ritual which I think more people At the end of the 19th century
During my beach-bummette
should adopt.
Delmonico's apparently of- days in the South Pacific I lived
But then, that's because fered codfish tongues and in a pension on Mooea, paying
breakfast is my least favorite broiled bear steak and turkey $5.00 for bed and breakfast.
meal.
wings with turnip - but that Once Madame knew of my love
Let me elaborate. It isn't that was a far cry from what we of fruits she produced a cornuI hate the meal per se. And it usually order today: eggs and copia of bananas, mangos,
isn't because I don't like eggs hash. Four-minute eggs. Fried avocados, grapefruit and sweet,
and bacon and sausages and eggs with the yolk broken. Or ripe green oranges that she
ham and home fries and grilled fried eggs over once.
picked fresh each morning from
tomatos and fried kippers and
But let us just cross either of the garden in the back. There
porridge and cereal and toast the oceans that border us and was also crusty french bread
and jam and jelly. 1like them all we will find, as Steinbeck did, and sweet butter and strong
(though I'm not not too sweet that breakfast is a different pot black coffee that was served in
on the last two). It's just that of coffee altogether. (Steinbeck, large bowls. Breakfast, being
however much I may like the you may remember, while trav- mid-morning, a most respectsmell, sight and sound of siz- eling in Russia asked for a typi- able time as far as 1 am conzling but~er, I don't like it cal American breakfast. What cerned, usually lasted over an
immediately upon awakening. he got was a tomato and onion hour, for there was the visiting
And all the more so if 1 have to salad, a dish of pickles, a water- bird to feed, the cat that wanted
do the cooking of this first meal melon slice and two cream its back scratched, and the pig
of the day.
sodas.)
in the pen at the side of the
From an informal survey
In Hong Kong it is normal for house who would hungrily
amongst my friends - all five of a business man to leave for the squeal for fruit peels had to be
them - I've found that most office surfeited by a bowl of looked after too. It was possiwomen hate breakfasts. Men, noodles eaten at home or bly the most contented time in
at least the men I have been gulped down at a roadside. my life and I hated returning to
mixed up with, forget how to vendor. On certain cold winter civilization at the end of six
be civil the rest of the day if mornings (it would be the months.
they haven't been presented equivalent of a cool fall day for
Now if somebody can serve a
with a plate of greasy, glisten- us) I remember being warmed breakfast like that - well, then,
ing sunny side ups.
with a huge helping of thick they could count on my steady
Letmeshow you what I mean. rice gruel before setting off to business.
The Holy Land conjures up school. Sort of like an Oriental
But tell me, where would they
different images for different porridge, but much tastier.
put the pig?
people. But to me, Israel ,is
where a reasonable (I thought),
Alth •• K.y. wouldn't know a Good
Egg if ~ hit her in the face, according 10
quiet (I thought) companion
her surly ed~or who didn't get his 2
became furious enough to start
O.E. this A.M.
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10 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
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Concepts in Comfort

44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101
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builds a complete line
of furniture mcluding
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and mattress sets too.
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9 Circus Time Road, South Portland 04106
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David Rosen's

FULL BELLY DELI

Kennebunkport

930 Brighton Ave.. Plaza

Irish mekend
OCTOBER 28 & 29
$89 PER PERSON D.O.
Enjoy raJl roUage In Malne and a colorful Irish
Weekend ror only '89 p,p.ld,o, Featuring Irish and
New England cuisine, Irish entertainment, 2
nIghts accommodations, breakrast both daj'$,
dInner one night, high noon tea and Irish
Soda Bread, prIzes and surprises,
Friday nIKhl-lri.h Balladeer from Cork,
IIIlke O'Brien. Salurday nlghlNe.. EnKland'slrish minstrels,
North ...t Winds.
Same package at Portslde- '99,
Check·out Sunday 2pm , Tues and
gratuities nOllnciuded ,

~~~~

NONANTUM

F

PORTSIDE

Reservations: 207/967·4050
P.O, Box 2626 O~ean Av<,
Kennebunkport, Maine 04046
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772-1227

SIP OR SLURP
OUR JlSAVORY SOUP"

Every day we feature a different homemade soup slowly simmering according
to the original recipes from the "Sorcerer of Soup" himself. Either:

Split Pea & Farfel
Lima Bean & Barley
Cabbage & Tomato
Chicken Noodle or Rice
Served with bread-Pint $1.99-112Pt. $1.09
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sunday "Deli Day" 8 A.M. to 1 P.M.
-BY GEORGE-WE'RE GOOD-

They have completed an
A blaze red man, coming upon the huge pillars of eroded rock
exploration
and mastery of a
middle age, carries his coffee called Fundy Rocks. The paintlarge
variety
of materials. The
from the donut shop to his own ing of the rock columns is alwork
at
O'Farrell
still shows
shop next door. It is 10 a.m. on most photographic, showing
predominantly
landscape
imBrunswick's Maine Street, the natural formation which
ages,
images
of
the
Maine
coast
whose appearance hasn't stands in southern New Brunchanged much since I first swick, Canada. Around the to be more specific. Even restopped there twenty years ago central painting of the pillars of taining their interest in the
almost to the day.
rock are two landscape views environment, Fraas Slade have
The man enters his shop. In of the scene to the left and right, plenty of room now, with all
the two tall windows facing the and above and below are close these tools at their disposal, to
street are enormous painted up paintings of sea worn rocks. explore a wider range of imcolumns, narrow at the base, Within the cross like frame are agery, to take risks with their
widening toward the top, painted areas and painted images, which means using imagery neither they nor we have
mounted by a sort of cap. They quilted areas.
arepainteda burnt orange color
The third set of columns is seen before. There is some atwith angular inserts of blue and obelisks with a small inserted tempt to do this in a piece called
black. No clue as to what they landscape painting on each one "Tony's Hat-Remained-Deare or what else I will find in- ata bout eye level. Also included tour" - whatever that means.
side the shop. The name over in the exhibition are numerous There are hats floating around
the door is O'Farrell Gallery wall pieces, mostly quilted in this painted bordered quilt
but it doesn't lookanything like paintings, plus two fractured but we have all seen hats bethe storefront I just passed on landscape paintings. These are fore. This risk is so mild it
Pleasant Street that also said paintings on board cut apart doesn't qualify.
gallery but had frames and like an angular jig saw puzzle Two pieces I do like for their
movement in this direction are
paintings in the window.
with the edges also painted.
Graffiti Rock #1 and #2. Each
Inside Ray Farrell is sipping
shows a rock in a landscape
his coffee. "I added the '0' to Framed & painted
setting. One rock says Sex
the gallery name because it
Now I am sipping my coffee Drugs Rock and Roll; the other
sounded better. Do you want
some coffee? l' II run next door." and taking this all in. Fraas and says E.R.A.
I am alone in a large softly Slade have been collaborating In the past I have seen a few
white and gray room. Works of on their artwork for more than of their pieces where the design
art hang on the walls - no sur- ten years. The earliest pieces I took over, abstraction held their
prise. But in the center of the remember are painted pictures needle and they let themselves
floor are two more pairs of col- on fabric which were then hand go. In this exhibit, they break
umns. They are imposing and quiltedandframed,asaremany away from their own traditions
mysterious. I have to look at of these, by being mounted on in the construction of the colthem to figure out what they linen in deep glass covered umns and their complete confidence in the mediums they
are - sculpture, architecture, boxes,
Fraas and Slade gradually choose. Maybe in their next
three dimensional painting?
Water Vase Gate is the name moved into decorating actual batch of work, Fraas and Slade
of the columns in the window. walls, in particular at the In- will be encouraged to explore
These were constructed, to- sider-Outsider Invitational new imagery.
Here we are dealing with the
gether with an arch of stylized 1984 show at Bowdoin and for
water, for the Maine Festival in a large commission at Nuveen elements of art. Fraas and Slade
1987 by Edgecomb artists Gayle headquarters in Chicago. In have mastered their materials
Fraas and Duncan Slade. Some recent years they have been and have selected a range of
of the fifty thousand festival painting, decorating and con- images to portray their vision.
visitors walked through the structing their wooden frames What can make or fail to make
gate, a piece of conceptual so that these are the extensions a work of art is not the choice of
environmental art that its crea- of the pieces inside. This con- materials.
"Art" has already expanded
tors hoped would "change the structed frame technique in the
way people see themselves, piece "Quarry" consists of a to use many mediums that used
their surroundings and their frame with many right angle to be called craft - small metal
relation to those surroundings." solid triangles sticking out of works, fabric, wool, stitching,
Here in the gallery windows the frame. Inside the frame is a clay, basketmaking, glass,
the columns without the water quilted painting complemented woodworking. Sealed into the
medium, or perhaps liberated
arch offer a grand and eloquent by some painted sticks.
Fraasand Slade began as quilt through the medium, or given
silence, a reminder of a tie to
ancient Egypt, a chance for the artists at a time when the quilt life through the medium,
viewer to think about some- was being liberated from al- should be the vision of the artmost two centuries of tradi- ist. A piece of painting or sculpthing besides him or herself.
Is this art? We'll get back to tional designs. Numerous quilt ture, as well as a piece of wood
books on Farrell's table show
that.
or clay or fabric, becomes a
The second set of columns, the work of Fraas Slade together work of art when the artist is
on the gallery floor, is called with other painting quilters and sharing or manifesting his or
Erosion Kiosk and they are re- quilters who use asymmetrical her inner vision of the universe,
lated to one of the pieces on the non-repetitive designs for their the world, or the spirit.
wall called Fundy Rocks. These work. For many years this
The artist is communicating
columns have a long vertical couple exhibited in quilt shows some spiritual information,
insert of a painted quilted piece and craft galleries around the usually in the form of a perof fabric and a painted piece of country but for the past five or sonal vision, and he or she is
rope draped around the base of six years, they have been show- using the materials already
each column. The surface of the ing, and now prefer to show, mastered to communicate that
rectangular columns is painted their work in art galleries. vision.
to mimic the surface of the Nevertheless they were one of
eroded rocks shown in the wall the participants in last spring's Sherry Miller paints and writes in
show "Ten" at the Portland Portland. She rolls when Fundy Rocks.
piece.
The wall piece consists of a Museum of Artwhich included
cross shaped piece of artwork, ten members of the Maine
mostly painted fabric showing Crafts Association.

We have suffered through
summer reruns for too long,
and we're ecstatic that "Mystery" has started up the new
season on PBS. And as we all
know, the British don't need
fictional murders to entertain
them because they have so
many of their own macabre
true-story mysteries. "Cause
Celebre" airs tonight and next
Thursday at 9 pm and is
based on one of the most
sensational murders and trials
of the century. Whodunit? We
don't know, but a young wife
and her teenage lover (how
kinky!) have been accused of
murder.
The election is the hot topic
these days. Is it that close to
November 8 already? A
symposium at Bates "The '88
Presidential Campaign:
Strengths and Weaknesses"
brings together panelists
David Keene, "MacNeilLehrer Newshour"
com men tator, and
political authors
John Aldrich and
John White.

This is the first of three
discussions on the topiC "The
Making of a President, 1988."
The symposium is at 8 pm in
Olin Arts Center at Bates
College, Lewiston.

Cambridge Cajun. The
Boogaloo Swamis, a Boston/
Cambridge-based zydeco
band, play their sounds at the
Tree Cafe. The band reminds
me of hot summer days by
the Charles river - but the
Swamis will warm up even
the rawest fall night. Playing
with the Boogaloo Swamis is
singer Isongwriter I guitarist
Walter Salas Humara of the
band Silos, which Rolling
Stone magazine chose as the
best new American band of
1987. Salas is on a solo tour,
promoting his album "Largartija." Great melodic tunes to
help you cool down from
fancy Cajun dance steps.
"Fishermen, Farmers, and
Developers, A History of the
Maine Coastal Landscape" is
the theme of a conference
being held at the Maritime
History Museum in Bath,
starting today at 5:30 pm and
continuing through tomor-

row. The conference will be
the first of a series tracing the
effects people have had on the
appearance of the Maine coast
and islands. The public is
invited to attend. For more information, call the Maine
Maritime Museum at 4431316 or the Island Institute at
594-9209.
TIlURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
U. S. Rep. Joseph Brennan and
RepubUcan challenger Edward O'Meara
go at It for the 1st Congressional District
Broadcast live at 8 pm on channel 10 and MPHN radio
( also aired on October 16, 2 pm on channel 26)

Tuscaloosa, an awardwinning off-Broadway revue
continues through October 22
at the Schoolhouse Theater on
Route 114 in Sebago Lake
Village. We aren't too sure
what it is about, but we have
seen a picture of one of the
cast members looking aghast
at the realization that the
entire cast of a New York
show is costumed sans fabric
in body make-up alone! We
doubt the Embassy Players
production is sansfabric,
but check it out for yourself.
Performances are ThursdaysSaturdays at 8 pm_ Tickets are
$10 and may be reserved by
calling 642-3743 or 773-1648.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16

u.s. Rep. Olympia Snowe and

Democratic Challenger Kenneth Hayes
are contenders for the 2nd Congressional District
Broadcast al S pm on channel 6

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20
Snowe and Hayes debate again
Bt<>ad<ast at 8 pm on channel 10 and MPHN radto
(also aired <>11 October 23. 2 pm on channel 26)

TIlURSDAY, OCTOBER 21
Brennan and O'Meara take
each other on at Luther Bonney
Auditorium, USM Portland
Uve action at 7 p m
brought to US
by the league of
WomenVotcN

TIlURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
U. S. Sen. George Mitchell
and Republican challenger
Jasper Wyman battle wits

up by a jazz band, which
includes Brad Terry, pianist
Roy Frazee, bassist Ben Street
and
drummer Steve Grover.
There are a couple of ways
are $10 in advance
Tickets
to entertain yourselves
and
$12
the day if the show.
today for a good cause.
($8
for
students
and seniors).
Peacewalk '88 is a
at PPAC.
Tickets
are
available
statewide event with
at least 13 communities
throughout Maine
sponsoring 10-kilometer
fundraising walks to
promote a variety of
peace issues. The walk
is a partnership program
of the Maine Nuclear
The lesser of two evils:
Freeze Campaign and the
football or politics. For some
Maine Central America
of you, there is no choice. You
Coalition. Registration for the have been waiting for the
Portland walk is at the
election season to end, so that
bandstand in Deering
you can concentrate on SuperOaks Park from 12 noon to 1
bowl picks without being
pm. Ouring registration there distracted the presidential
will be entertainment by
campaigns. But if you can't
Salem Street and "new age"
even concentrate on football
musician Paul Cornell. Peter
until you have decided who
Wilks of Physicians for Social should be in the White
Responsibility will speak
House, MPBN is airing two
Randy Bean & Company
specials on politics tonight.
will perform a benefit for the
"Campaign: A View from
Natural Resource Council of
Abroad," at 9 pm, examines
Maine at the Portland Perhow the American preSidenforming Arts Center (PP AC)
tial campaign looks to the rest
at 4 pm. Bean and two other
of the world. And following
vocalists will sing songs from at 10 pm, "America's Political
the '3Os through '60s backed
:"':

,

!'

.

Broadca..'it at 8 pm on
channel 10 and MPHN
radio (also aired on
October 30, 2 pm on
channel 26)

Parties The Democrats: A
Quarter of a Century of
Change" looks at the changes
in the Democratic Party since
1960.

OK. Time for a quiz: who
are your representatives to the
Congress of the United
States? Now for the tough
one: who represents you in
Augusta?
Maybe you had better stay
home and watch TV: U.S.
Rep. Joseph E. Brennan (the
kid from Munjoy Hill) and
Republican challenger
O'Meara (the underdog who
beat a Bean with less beans)
are scheduled to debate again
tonight. The debate is being
aired at 8 pm on channel 13.
Later, the Republicans get
theirs on MPBN's "America's
Political Parties - The Republicans: Before and After
Reagan," a look at how the
Republican Party has become
dominant in preSidential
politiCS since wwn.

PRAYING
MANTIS
Sept 29-Dct 23

G.. V.11~RY 127 •
127 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317
COMP,..NY

775-5657

• •••••

Group Show
through October 31 st

there's Top 40 .. .
there's Disco .. .
there's Oldies ...
and then there's ...

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

8jO p.m.-2 a.m.

ZOOTZ

Maine's NEW MUSIC Dance Club

$5.50 short sleeve
$7.50 long sleeve

'Brunch
worth getting
out of 6uffor.

Theater of Fanl.1sy, 50 Danforth 51

Thur-Sun Tickets: $10/$12

THEATRE

OUR T-SHIRTS
ARE INI

Se~flian's

By Alejandro Seiveking

II.~P

-u~bfrc

Casua{
hut no

..

pajamas p{ease.

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
AND OTHER "BAD H~~~~

~

~::'rif. am · 4pm5 unda y

NO COVER
before 9:30 p.m.

.:#~'!.nch & dinner
lJ,1/{Mon thru Sat

Skate America '88, an
international, invitational
figure skating competition
takes place today through
Sunday at the Civic Center.
There will be competitions in
figures, Compulsory Dance
and Free Dance. The competition finishes up in Sunday
with the Exhibition of Champions at 2 pm. Tickets for the
finale are $14. Tickets for the
competition are $4 to $9.
If you like stained glass,
Handel, or both, pianist Frank
Glazer is performing a benefit
for St. Luke's Cathedral's
Rose Window. The Rose
Window is located on the
southern wall of the Cathedral and depicts the Ascension, from chapter one of The
Acts of the Apostles. The
stained and painted window
is considered to be one of the
most beautiful examples of

".
.

~

LolDer Main Street, Freeport
Maine 04032 • (207) 865-0466

AT PRICES YOU SH
HAVE BEEN PAYING

•••
10 EXCHANGE ST.• 773-1310

f"!OURS: MON-SAT 10-9, SUN 12.0

this form of art. The window
is set in sandstone, which is
flaking away and the mortar
joints are loosening. Save a
window and hear piano
works by Beethoven, Brahms,
Mendelssohn and Handel
performed at 8 pm at St.
Luke's, 143 State, Portland.
Tickets are $10. For more
information, call 772-5434.

performances are Friday and
Saturday at 8 pm this weekend and next with at Sunday
matinee at 3 pm on October
30. Tickets are $10 and $8 for
students and seniors. For
more information, call 4428455.

Songs of the sea. The Portland Folk Club, a non-profit
community based organization that promotes traditional
style music and dance, is
presenting an evening of sea
shanties with The Boarding
Party. The band's repertoire
"Jazzdance" is the first of
this year's Ram Island Dance includes songs from various
regions of the U.S., Canada,
series_ Danny Buraczeski
Dance Company will perform British Isles, the Caribbean
Up the coast a few exits, the tonight through Sunday at the and the West Indies, many of
which have been redisPortland Performing Arts
murder mystery comedy
by the research of the
covered
As
some
unknown
Center.
"Murder Among Friends" is
performers.
The concert is at
commentator
on
dance
in stage at the Center for the
Woodford's
Congregational
remarked,
"Jazzdance
digs
Arts, 804 Washington Street
Church
in
Portland.
deep into the heart of classic
in Bath. The play, written by
Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are
Bob Barry, is a production of jazz and comes up with its
$8 in advance (available at
Studio Theater and is directed soul." Why quote an unAmadeus
Music,
known? Because it sounds so
by Donald Martsen, who
Buckdancer's
Choice and
toured in the national produc- good. Performances are
Gallery
Music
in Portland, at
tonight and tomorrow at 8
tion of the play with Lana
McBean's
Music
in Brunpm, Sunday at 2 pm_ For
Turner. The Chocolate
and
$10
at
the door.
swick)
Church has added a perform- ticket information, call 7752562.
ance Tonight at 8. Other

We serve the
best Mexican
food in New
England)
Period.

~

The Fuentes

1t~
&J"
871-0050

5° Wharf St.

(just in back of 3 Dollar Dewey's)

Lunch. Happy Hour. Dinner Mon-Sun

Friday 10/14

ROLLING ROCK
BEER SPECIAL $1.50

II

r.======;)~C hang~
Saturday 10/15

Il

SEX
on the

club

BEACH
$2.00 dltnk special
.

29 exchange 5 •

October 1

DANCE

AROUND

TOWN

JAZZOANCE:
The Danny Buraczeski
Dance Company

Usa. have
o,,~

The hot jazz-modern dance company
+notlngo muot be receIved at 187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102 one week prIor to publicatIon. 775+6601.

•••

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
774-1022

Gorillas in the Mist
1:15, 4, 7:10, 9:45
The Accused
1:30,4,7,9:15
Dead Ringers
1:30, 4, 7, 9:20
1969
1:15,3:10,5:05,7,9
Memories of Me
" 3:05, 5:10,7:20, 9:30
Imagine John Lennon
" 3:05, 5:10,7:20, 9:30
Allen Nation
1:30, 3:30, 5:30,7:35, 9:40

1969 Another Brat Pack extravaganza ... This rime the kids are playing
characters from their parents' generation . Starring Robert Downey, Jr. ,
Kiefer Sutherland, Bruce Dern and
Joanna Cassidy. At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1:15,3:10,5:05,7,9.
The Accused Jodie Foster and Kelly
McGillis star in this movie about rape
and blaming the victim . Jodie Foster
plays Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was a
bit too short on the night of the crime.
McGillis is the prosecutor. At the Maine
Mall Cinemas : 1:30, 4, 7, 9:15.
Alien Nation A detective movie, set in
Los Angeles overrun by 300,000 immigrant aliens from another planet. Starring James Caan and Mandy Patin kin.
I'm sure these aliens couldn't care less
what the official language of California
is . At the Maine Mall Cinemas : 1:30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:35, 9:40.

The Movies
10 Exchange, PorUand
772-9600
The Grand Highway
Oct 12-16
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat-Sun mat at 1
Ulysses
OctlS-18
Sat-Sun mat at 3
Sun-Tue at 6:45, 9:15
Distant Harmony
Oct 19-23
Wed-Sat at 7:15, 9
Sat-Sun mat at 1:15

Pick of the Week: Sigourney
Weaver and her furry friends
in star in "GoriUas in the Mist,
the story of naturalist Dian
Fossey who spent 20 years in
centr.tl.Mrica studying

Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486
A Time of Destiny
7,9 :10

Portland Museum of Art
Young Mr. Lincoln
Oct 13, 7 pm

•••

o~~i9

Sweet Honey in the Rock, Odetta

at
First Parish Church
7 &9:30p.m.

at the

An outside folio pocket big enough to hold
file folders with short leather clad handles
and a full length adjustable strap.
A commodius interior big enough
to hold your shoes, lunch and a
purse with a zippered top for
weather and security.
colo ~: deep

olive. black. navy. taupe.

(l8"x1S"x6")

$42.50

Haydn

Mass

in Time

of War
with
orchestra
and soloists

Bowdoin College

Richard II
(Part '/ Oct 13, 7:30 pm
(Part I ) Oct 18, 7:30 pm
Smith Auditorium
Giant
Oct 14-15, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium
Rebel Without a Cause
Oct 14-15,10 pm in Smith Auditorium
Padre, Padrone
Oct 16, 7 pm in Kresge AuditOrium
Shoah (Part III
Oct 19, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium
(Shown in four parts on
Wednesdays through Nov 2)
Henry IV Part I
Oct 20, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium

Also available at
Gallery Music & Amadeus Music
Sponsored by Maine Yankee & welZ

Sleek SchIepping, the bag with all the options.

Evening Star

Sunday,
Oct. 16,1988
2:30 pm

Big A 12-year old wishes he were big
and his dream comes true. Tom Hanks
plays a boy set loose in a man's body,
who takes the corporate toy world by
storm. Tom Hanks acts the part perfectly. Also starring Elizabeth Perkins
and Robert Loggia. If you haven·t been
out to see this one yet for whatever elitist reason , check it out; irs bound to
be leaving town soon . • recommends ...
At the Nickelodeon: 1:35, 3:30, 7:40,

Di" Hard You haven't missed it yet.
Sex symbol Bruce Willis plays an offduty cop who finds himself in a building
overrun with terrorists . II action is what
you like. this is the movie to see_ At
Cinema City: 7, 9 w,th weekend mats at
1, 3.

followers

GREEN MOUNTAI N

C"FFEE
RtJASTERS

..o.... ......

LIVI NG TI ME
ORCHESTRA

25A Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

Dead Ringers David Cronenberg is at
it again . You 've squirm ed at all his
films: "The Brood: "Scanners" and the
remake of "The Fly: "Dead Ringers" is a
psychological thriller; we don 't expect
to see body parts flying. Jeremy Irons
plays identical twins. who are both in
love with the same woman (Genevieve
BujOld) . • recommends , because she's
sick enough to enjoy it. At the Maine
Mall Cinemas : 1:30, 4, 7. 9:20.

~

pcuk

GEORGE RUSSEll

Portland Performing Arts Center

Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
Movies are not scheduled at press time ;
call ahead to confirm times
Betrayed Costa Gavras ("Missing") diBig
rected this movie about white
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15,3:15
supremacists in middle America. FanComing to America
tastic performances by Debra Winger
9, weekend mat at 3
and Tom Berenger. Their performances
Who Framed Roger Rabbit
are credible and complex . Although the
7, weekend mats at 1
A Fish Called Wanda
plot seems exaggerated at times, there
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15
are several scenes where the racism
Die Hard
and violence is powerful and all too be7, 9, weekend mats at " 3
lievable (R). At the Nickelodeon: 1:20 ,
Cocktail
3:40, 7, 9:15 (Fri-Sun); 4:30, 7:30, 9:25
7, 9, weekends mats at " 3
(Mon-Thu).

~(al1t-

~~

1988

Cinema City

A1Derl"a J to
Great" a

~

Saturday, October 15
8:00 p,m.
Tickets $12
Call 774·0465

Coming to America Eddie Murphy
plays a rich prince from a mythical
kingdom who comes to Queens in
search 01 a bride. Also starring Arsenio
Hall (R). Cinema City : 9 pm with weekend mats at 3.

ttJe. name Of

~~

-IIIIIIJ!IIIIIII.......Babette's Feast This Danish film,
based on a story by Isak Dinesan, has
finally arrived in Portland. Stephanie
Audran plays a French woman who
works as a housekeeper who works for
two elderly sisters . Set in the late
1800s, the housekeeper. Babette,
plans an extravaganl meal that goes
against the grain of her frugal community. At the Nickelodeon : 1:25, 3 :50,
7:25, 9:45 (Fri-Sun) ; 4, 7:25.9:45 (MonThu).

by Michael Hughes

ro drop

by WPKM

When was the last time
mom made you a homemade turkey dinner?

9:40 (Fri-Sun) ; 4:25, 7:40, 9:40 (MonThu) and at Cinema City : 7:15, 9:15.
weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15.
Cocktail Tom Hanks plays an aspiring
bartender (what dreams!), who is distracted by beautiful women . II we are
lucky, this movie will be leaving town
Thursday . At Cinema City: 7, 9 with
weekend mats at " 3.

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751
Punchllne
1:10, 3:35, 7:30, 9 :50 (Fri-Sun)
4:30,7:30, 9:50 (Mon-Thu)
Betrayed
1:20,3:40, 7, 9:15 (Fri-Sun)
4:30,7:30, 9:25 (Mon-Thu)
Big
1:35,3:30,7:40,9 :40 (Fn-Sun)
4:25, 7:40, 9:40 (Mon- Thu)
Eight Men Out
1:30,3:45,7:10,9:20 (Fri-Sun)
4:15, 7:10,9:20 (Mon-Thu)
Babette's Feasl
1:25, 3:50, 7:25, 9:45 (Fri-Sun)
4, 7:25, 9:45 (Mon-Thu)
A Fish Called Wanda
1,.3:20,. 7:20,.9 :30 (Fri-Sun)
4.20,7.20, 9.30 (Mon-Thu)

October 21, 22, 23
Friday and Saturday at 8pm
Sunday at 2pm
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue
Tickets: 773-2562
Co-sponsor~ d

Zane and

Cathedral of the
Immaculate
Conception,
307 Congress St.
Portland
Tickets: S10/S8
797-9664,
at Gallery MUSic,
or at the door

The Bobs are appearing at the Tree cafe Sunday.

SICK OF "BE(ING) HAPPY" YET?

FRIDAY 10/14

Get bobbed!

Everyone is an expert on
vocalists. We may not know
much about the technical side
of singing, but we know what
we like. There are those who
find the rich fruitiness of Julio
Iglesias to be the cat's meow,
Back again! from Rhode Island while others know that Ella
Fitzgerald is why God gave us
any ears. In any case, great singing fills a hunger that nothing
EVERY WEDNESOAY: SlAID CLEAVES & JOSH RUSSELL HOST OPEN MIKE NtGHTI
else can.
The purest food for this craving is a cappella music. Literally,
a cappella means "from the
r.------------------------~
chapel," butthesedays thetenn
I This coupon will ma~e you laugh!!!
has a decidedly more secular
I
connotation. Probably the most
widely heard a cappella these
: Moose Alley continues its traditional
days
is Bobby McFerrin's "Be
Wednesday Comedy Night
Happy,"
a zillion-selling paean
: you made it popular, so UX!'re offering J)U
to the joys of not being bummed
$1.00 off your next show
out.
: featUring comedians from Star Search,
Ijohnny Carson, 71Je leiterman Show... and more! Offer good only with coupon What's making me happy at
the moment, though, is the
Every Wednesday, Doors open at 8pm, Showtime 8:30pm
I Moose Alley in Portland's Old Port • corner of Milk & Market St. prospect of the Bobs coming
I______ -------------------~ the Tree on October 16 at 9:30
p.m. For more infonnation call
the Tree at 774-1441.
,.,.. :=
You may well have heard the
Bobs
in one of their numerous
~ -C ';.... .
local appearances over the past
Located
few years at the Maine Festival
or the Portland Perfonning Arts
in Portland's
Center. They're a somewhat
indescribable quartet, but the
Old Port,
closest analogy I can muster is
GREAr "-1£xrCAN Faa
Dos Locos offers a
()

Silent Prophet

9

with The 8rood

Z)04~~

varied Mexican menu, complete with appetizers,
full meals and a full bar, all at reasonable prices.

TAKE-OUT available.
LUNCH MaN-SAT

DINNER EVERY NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK
92 Exchange St., Portland 775-6267

to Gary Larsen's cartoons:
Wildly offbeat humor is the
chief ingredient of a music that
draws in equal parts from new
wave, rock & roll, cabaret and
theater,doo-wop, perfonnance
art, scat and a strong dose of
edgy 80's wit. (The Bobs got
their name from Best of Breed,
dog show talk.)
But that doesn't really give
you a sense of what the Bobs do
when they hit the stage. Although their cover of the
BeatIes' "Helter Skelter" won
the group a Grammy nomination in 1985, the brilliantly original songs of Gunner Bob Madsen and Richard Bob Green are
at the core of what the Bobs are
about. One of my favorite songs
oftheirs, "Let Me Be Your Third
World Country," says, "Politically correct: Hold a benefit for
me./ Politically correct You and
Jackson Browne can write a
song for me./ Politically correct: I'm an endangered species
so save me. / Politically correct:
I have 70,000 signatures demanding that you go home with
me tonight."
In like 5tyle the Bobs wend
their way through a repertoire
that includes deft and deathless classics like "Cowboy
Lips," "Prisoner of Funk,"
"Banana Love" ("Huck like
mocha chica, Baa-na-na -na-nana-na -na-OOH-Banana"),
"(First I was a Hippie, Then I

Was a stockbroker) Now I Am
a Hippie Again," "Johnny's
room" ("There are two things
that I can't stand./ And one of
them is your mom./Which is
just as bad as your dad./Why
did we have to come? /This is
the eighties. It should be understood./That we sleep together."), and their statement
of purpose, "I Hate the Beachboys."
Because they're an a cappella
group, the Bobs don't have to
carry around cumbersome
amplifiers and instruments.
This means they can carry more
of their records along with
them, and their records in tum
carry the warning: "All the
sounds on this record were
produced by the mouth or other
partsofthe body."The last time
I saw them perform, though,
Matthew Bob Stull was playing
an air guitar that he had to take
some time to tune.
"It's sort ofincidental, the fact
that we don't have a band,"
Richard Bob Greene has noted.
"As well as being cheaper... I
think the more high-tech everything becomes, the more appealing it is to be no-tech."
Michael Hughe. ain't no Jack Kennedy either, but we're sure he's politi-

cally correct.

Octob.r 13,1988

------.~--------~----------------------------------------~~------------------~~~~~~

Restaurant and Tavern

DI.t.nt Hannony Pavarotti in China.
The East and West may clash at times,
but they are in harmony here. At the
MoVies: Oct 19-21 at 7:15, 9; Oct 22 at
1:15,7:15,9; Oct 23 at 1:15.

Fri. &Sat.
Oct. 14 &15

Broke
Men
Eight M.n Out John Sayles' historical account of 1919 World Series
scandal. In "Eight Men Out" Sayles
recreates the elements of greed, manipulation and frustration over low
salaries which led up to the conspiracy.
Starring John Cusack, D.B. Sweeney
and Charlie Sheen . A good effort, but
+asks if "Eight Men Out" is too much of
a men's movie for everyone to enjoy?
At the Nickelodeon: t :30, 3:45, 7:tO,
9:20 (Fri-Sun); 4:15, 7:10, 9:20 (MonThu).
A FI.h Call.d Wanda This is a
funny movie and if you can·t laugh at it
there is something wrong with you.
Even this frazzled staff got a kick out
of it. (One friend of CBW took our recommendation, saw the movie, didn't
like it and IS stili struggling to figure
what may have gone wrong in her psycho-sexual development.) Fantastic
pertormances by Jamie Lee Curtis and
John Cleese . And Kevin Kline plays a
man so stupid and sick, that he comes
off as brilliant. The plot: four jewel
thieves steal some diamonds but nobody in the team has any intention of
sharing the spoils with the others .
+ recommends .. . (R). At the Nickelodeon: 1, 3:20, 7:20, 9 '30 (Fn-Sun) ;
4 '20, 7:20, 9:30 (Mon-Thu) .
Gi.nt An American saga, starring
James Dean, Rock Hudson, Elizabeth
Taylor and a young Dennis Hopper,
about the life of a cattle rancher over
two generations. At Bowdoin College '
Oct 14- 15, 7:30 pm in Smith Audito-

OKTOBERFEST
Specials on Beck's Bier all month

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI a
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774·3550

' - -_ _ _ _--'1

median. If you think being funny means
being happy, think again. Hanks is excellent in this one. The diner scene, in
which Sally Fields tells Hanks that she
foves her husband and not Hanks, is
one of the finest moments of black
comedy I have seen in a long time.
+recommends ... At the Nickelodeon:
1:10, 3:35, 7:30, 9:50 (Fri-Sun); 4:30,
7:30,9:50 (Mon-Thu).
R.b.1 Without a C ..... The classic
film about juvenile delinquents starring
James Dean, Natalie Wood and Dennis
Hopper and directed by Nicholas Ray.
At Bowdoin College: Oct 14-15, 10 pm
in Smith Auditorium.
Shoah The long (very long - 9 hours or
so) documentary on the Holocaust will,
at moments, make you wonder if a better job might have been done editing
the film. I found myself questioning the
length several times, only to discover
that the repeated images, the persistent questioning and the several returns to the same subjects all fit into
place. "Shoah" is disturbing; the attitudes of both the survivors and the
people who let the persecution continue
has changed lit~e in the last 40 years.
+recommends ... The movie will be
shown in four parts on Wednesdays,
7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin
College. The second part is being
shown Oct 19.
A Tim.
D.stiny Timothy Hutton
stars in this love story set during WWII.
At the Evening Star: 7, 9:10,
Uly•••• Joseph Strick's 1967 version
of James Joyce's novel. The movie
runs a little over two hours, which is
considerably less time than it would
take to read Joyce's novel. +has put
off seeing this movie for years, because of her intention to read the novel
firsl. She's given up. At the Movies:
Oct 15 at 3; Oct 16 at 3,6:45,9:15; Oct
17-18 at 6:45,9:15.
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Low.r E ••t Side B.nd Oct 14-15 at
Amigo's. 9 Dana, Portland. 772-Q772.
Guilty Oct 14-15 at LB's Pub, At 302,
N Windham. 892-8923.
Th. R.al
Oct 14-15 at the Old
Port Tavem, 11 Moulton, Portfand. 7740444.
Panic St.lIon Oct 13 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portfand. 761-2506.
Sn.nt Prophet Oct 14 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portfand. 761-2506.
The Bob. Oct 15 at Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College. $5. Oct 16 at
the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
PI.te·O.Shrlmp Oct 15 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand. 774-1441.
PI.n 9 with Th. Brood Oct 15 at
Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Pop Chronicles Oct 16-17 at the Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Fabulous H.avyw.ight. Oct 1819 at the Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portfand. 774-0444.
Kopt.rz Oct 19 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portfand. 774-1441.
Jorrn. Kaukonen Oct 20 at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portfand. 773-6886.
Bloc k y. r d Oct 20-22 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Th. Johnny Lynch Incident Oct
20-22 at the Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444 .
Th. Mal.rlan. Oct 20 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand. 774-1441.
GI ••• Ey. Oct 21 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
B.te. Mot.1 Oct 21 at Amigo's, 9
Dana, Portland, 772-0772.
P.nlc Station Oct 21-22 at the Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial, Por~and . 7743550.
Rumon Oct 21-22 at LB's Pub, Rt 302,
N Windham. 892-8923.
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The Grand Highway If you liked
"Hope and Glory · and "My Life As a
Dog ," you'll like "The Grand Highway· it's the same movie . This is the latest of
the wave of cute-Ii"le-boy-comes-ofage flicks coming from Europe . Let's
hope its the last! At The MOVies: Oct
t2-14 at 7, 9; Oct 15 at 1, 7, 9 ; Oct 16
at 1.
Imagine John Lennon New flick released just in time for Lennon's birthday. At the Maine Mall Cinemas : 3 :05,
5:10, 7:20. 9:30.
Memorie. of M. Billy Crystal and
Alan King star in thiS movie about a father and son ge"lng to know one another. At the Maine Mall Cinem as: I ,
3:05, 5:10, 7:20, 9:30 .
Punchline Sally Fields plays a houseWife who wants to be a stand-Up comedian , Tom Hanks plays a strugg ling co-

Who Framed Roger Rabbit Bob
Hoskins plays the cheap detective
hired to help Roger Rabbit find out who
has really murdered the big man of
Toen Town Poer Roger's been framed .
(PG) . At Cinema City : 7 ,pm with
weekend mats at 1.
Young Mr. Lincoln The second film in
the John Ford Film Series at the PMA.
Henry Fonda plays Lincoln in this movie
that traces the life and times of Lincoln
in the 1830s and centers on Lincoln's
efforts as a young lawyer to stop the
lynchings of two boys suspected of
murder. Oct 13, 7 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art.
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Happy Campers Oct 22 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portfand. 774-1441
Scoll Reichardt Oct 22 at Amigo's, 9
Dana, Portland. 772-0772.

r.b
The Ups.tt.rs Oct 14-15 at JR.
Flannagan's, 144 Main, Saco . 2821617.
Practical C.ts Oct 15 , 7:30 pm
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Line, departing from Long Whart. 774-3578 .
Red Light Revu. plays swing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886. Oct 21 -22
at JR. Flannagan's, 144 Main, Saco .
282-1617.

The Bluesbusters played to a sold-out,
foot-stomping crowd at Raoul's in July 1987.
They're coming back with the same all-star cast:
Catfish Hodge, Freebo, Brian Auger, Leo
Nocentelli and Larry Zack. You won't want to miss it!

.blues

UPCOMING SHOWS
October 13 - Rigamarole
October 14 - Loose Caboose
October 15 - The Blue Flames
October 20 - Jorma Kaukonen
October 21 - Jon Pousette and the
original Pousette·Dart band
October 22 - Tim Sample

Entertainment

Hotline775.2494

rock.roll

Henry Fonda plays Abraham
Lincoln in "Young Mr_
Lincoln," which is showing
October 13 at the Portland
Museum of Art.

Rlgamorol. Oct 13 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Corn.r.tone Oct 13- 15 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach . 9344873.
Br.akdown Oct 13 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland . 7740444.
Broken M.n Oct 14-15 at the Dry
Dock, 80 Commercial, Portland. 7743550.

Th. Blue Flames Oct 15 at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
He.ther Bi.hop with Sherry
Shut. Oct 15, 8 pm at the First Parish
Church, 425 Congress, Portland .
Wheelchair access, interpreted for the
hearing impaired. general admission
$10 in advance, $12 at the door. Tickets available at Amadeus Music, Entre

•• Sq!!I!~:':rin!!2,~:gan's

reggae.

Boogaloo Swamis Oct 14 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand. 7741441.
a •• u.ol.iI Oct 22, 8 pm at Lewiston Jr
High School. Tickets are $6-$8 . For
more information, call 782-7228 .

c.untry
Tom Ru ••ell Oct 13 at the Tree, 45
Danforth, Portfand. 774-1441.

dancing.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portfand.Thu, house
music and new music. Fri-Sat, eclectic
dance mix. Sun, request night. Mon,
house music. Wed, chem free dancing
to new wave. 773-8187.
Exchang. Club, 29 Exchange, Portland, DJ and dancing Thursday through
Sunday. Now showing music videos.
773-0300.
Tr •• Caf., 45 Danforth, Portland.
Dance Party Mondays at 8 pm . No
cover. 774-1441.
J.R. Flannagan'., 144 Main, Saco.
Dancing Thursdays with DJ Greg
Powers. 282-1617.
F.nt •• y H.II, River Rd., S Windham.
Country music every Saturday, 9 pm-l
am with Terrie Lee and Herbie Lambert.
892-2811.
M.ln. B.llroom D.nc. 80 Second
SI. S Portfand. Ballroom dancing every
Sat, 9-12 pm. Reservations a good
idea. 767-6200.

folk.acoustic

Gorillas In the Mist A film by Michael
Apted, based on Dian Fossey's diary
about her study of mountain go"IIas in
central Africa. Sigourney Weaver plays
an obsessed and heroic Fossey, Bryan
Brown plays her lover. Also starring
John Omira, Julie Harris and a handful
of delightful apes (PG-13). At the Maine
Mall Cinemas : 1:15, 4,7:10 , 9'45.

--~

46 Marke t Strcc~ Po rtla nd· 774-5246

zydeco • cajun

Danny a.al & Earl Bigelow every
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 7291777.
Robby Coffin and Dan W.xman
Oct 13 at the Barnhouse Tavern , RI.
35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Tom Pirozzoll .nd Scott Elliot
Oct 14 at The Pub, Moulton Union,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Who Know. Oct 14-15 at the Barnhouse Tavem , RI. 35, N Windham. 8922221.
Arthur Web.ter Oct 14-15 at the Intown Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
Wall.r S.las Humar. Oct 14 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand. 7741441.
Zan. Mich•• 1 R.ven Oct 18 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham .
892-2221,
Dulcfmer mu.ic performed by Bob
Thomas and Greg Anderson Oct 18,
12:30 pm at Olin Arts Center, Bates
College, Lewiston. Free ,
Ralce. Music.les Oct 19, 8 pm in
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. 780-4090.
Danny B.al & Earl Blg.low Oct 19
at the Barnhouse Tavern , Rt. 35, N
Windham . 892-2221 .
Larry Irwin Oct 20 at the Bamhouse
Tavern, RI. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Jon Pou.eU.·Dart Oct 21 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 7736886.
Robby Collin .. Dan W.xman
Oct 21-22 at the Barnhouse Tavern, RI.
35, N Windham . 892-2221 .
The Bo.rding Party pertorm sea
shanties Oct 22, 8 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, Portfand. Tickets are $8 in advance (available at
Amadeus Music, Buckdancer"s Choice,
Gallery Music in Portland , and
McBean's Music in Brunswick) and $10
at the door. For more information, call
773-9549,

j.zz
G.org. Wln.ton Oct 13, 8 pm in
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are available at Civic Center Box Office, Strawberries and The Record Exchange. To charge by phone, call 1800-382-8080,
G.org. Ru •••11 .nd the Living
Tim. Orch•• t .. Oct 15 at the Portland Pertorming Arts Center, 25A Forest. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets $12. For
more information, call 774-0465.
Randy a •• n and Comp.ny Oct
16,4 pm at the Portfand Pertorming Art
Center, 25A Forest, Portfand. A benefit
for the Natural Resource Council of
Maine. Songs from the 30s through the
60s. Tickets are $8 in advance (PPAC
box office) and $10 at the door. For
more information, call 774-0465.
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Nous & Whole Grocer in Portland ,
McBean's in Brunswick.
Bfue. Jam every Monday night at
Raoul's , 865 Fo re st, Portland
773-6886.

Sound King. Oct 13 at LB's Pub, Rt
302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Loo.e Caboo.e Oct 14 at Raoul 's.
865 Forest, Portfand. 773-6886,
Andrew Tosh .nd th. Tosh
Band Oct 18 at the Tree Cafe. 45
Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.
Reggae Dance Party every Sunday
night With Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886 ,

17
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Squire's Stuff
Mushroom stuff $3.25
Moose Wings $3.75
Chili Bowl $3.75
Vegetables & Cheese $3.75

Thursday 10.13
From Austin Texas

TOM RUSSELL BAND

FOODS TO GO OR NOT TO GO

Smokin' Country Rock

• Lamps
• Baskets
• Floral
Arrangements
• Porcelain

Friday 10.14

Walter Saalas·Humara
of The Silos and The Boogaloo Swamis

Sunday 10.16 .
The Bobs Nu-Wave ACapella

LUNCH? THE BIRD
IS THE WORD.

Tuesday 10,18
Atribute to Peter 'lbsh

coope~~l~ your office.

Saturday 10.15

Plate O'Shrimp

Next lunchtime, don't stay

Andrew Tosh and The Tosh Band
Wednesday 10.19

The Kopterz
Thursday 10,20

The Malarians

Fly to

. c

Jack's for a
juicy, grilled

Then try our teriyaki
chicken or barbecue
r.'!!!!Ii!!'!'!'!!"!!Ii!!'!'!'!!"!!Ii!!'!'!'!!"!!Ii!!'!'!'!!"~ chicken
sandwiches,

You'll agree

chicken
sandwich.
Really want
to fly?

that at Cadillac
Jack's, the
bird is the
word.

Record Release Party
Friday 10,21
Glass Eye &The Neals
Saturday 10.22
Happy Campers

YOU CAN AFFORD
TO LIVE
in this totally renovated
Victorian condo w~h
wide pine floors, 1 1/2
baths and atiled kitchen.
$99,500
Call
Chris Behan.

Watch for:
10.23 &24

THE ORIGINAL WAILERS

773-8224

proceeds to benefit the Jamaican Relief Effort
TIckets $12 SurV$lO Mon
10.30 NRBQ and The Cat Heads

t!tZdt1lac!JtZCld
A Good Place to Eat

45 DanfOlth Street, Portland

BALFOUR

442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port. 774-7466

NJON'S

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 US Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
TEL. (207) 883·9562

SPECIALS
FREE SLICE OF STUFFED BREAD WITH
LUNCH OR DINNER
LUNCH SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11 AM TO 5PM

FISHERMAN'S PLATTER
• Haddock • shrimp • clams
served with french fries and cole slaw

LOBSTER ROLL
served with chips and pickle

YOUR CHOICE

$4.95

DINNER SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11 AM TO 10PM

PRIME RIB DINNER
served with potato or pasta and salad

YOUR CHOICE

MAINE SHRIMP SCAMPI
Served over a bed of linguine with salad
All major credit cards accepted

$9.95

October 13.

Exp..... Big B.nd Oct 22. 7:30 pm
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Una. departing from Long Wharf. 774-3578.

classic.1
Voc.1 Art. En.embfe Oct 13, 7:30
pm at the Walker Art Building, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Classical and
contemporary selections will be performed .
Sopr.no Je••ye Nonn.n Oct 14, 8
pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium .
Norman will perform works by Handel,
Debussy and Strauss, plus a selection
of spirituals. 772-8630.
H.ydn'. M ••• In Time of War
Oct 16, 2:30 pm at the Catherdral of
Immaculate Conception , 307 Congress,
Portland. Tickets are $10/$8. For more
information, call 797-9664.
Pi.ni.t Frank Glazer will perform
works by Beethoven, Brahms,
Mendelssohn and Handel Oct 19, 8 pm
at st. Luke's , 143 State, Portland.
Benefit performance for the Cathedral's
Rose Window. Tickets are $10. For
more infonmation, call 772-5434 .
Music of the B.ch F.mily Oct 20,
7:30 pm in the Chapel at Bowdoin College, Brunswick performed by the Musica Antiqua KOln (a German baroque
chamber ensemble) and Rheinische
Kantorei (early music vocal ensemble).
A pre-concert lecture "How Bach Set
Text to Music' will take place at 4 pm,
also in the Chapel.
Portl.nd Symphony Orche.tr.
with members of D'Oyly Carte Opera
Company Oct 22 at 8:30 pm and Oct 23
at 3 pm. Works performed indude selections from Gilbert and Sullivan's "The
Pirates of Penzance," 'HMS Pinafore,"
"The Gondoliers' and "The Mikado:
Tickets $9-$23. For more infonmation,
call 773-8191.
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Praying M.ntl. by Alejandro Seiveking presented by the Mad Horse Theater Company through Oct 23 at the
Theatre of Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun. TICkets are $10 on Thu and Sun, $12 on FriSat. For more information , call 7755657.
M.me perfonmed by the Portland Players through Oct 16 at Thaxter Theater,
420 Cottage Rd, S Portland. Showtimes
are Fri-Sat at 8 pm , Sun at 2:30 pm. For
ticket information , call 799-7337.
Tusc.loos. , Hank Beebe's awardWinning Off-Broadway revue, will be
presented by the Embassy Players on
Thu-Sat at 8 pm through Oct 22 at
Schoolhouse Theater, Rt 114 just north
of Rt 35 in Sebago Lake Village.
Tickets are $10 ($5 for children under
12). Reservations: 642-3743 or 773The Wright Brothers Vaudeville Oct
14, 8 pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
Wash ington , Bath . Tickets are $101$8
For more infonmation , call 442-8455.
42nd Str •• t presented by th e Lyric
Theater Oct 14-Nov 5 at the Lyric Theater, 176 Sawyer, S Portland. Showtime is Fri·Sat, 8 pm and Sun , 2:30 pm .
For ticket infonmation, call 799-74 18.
A Coup I. White Chicks Sitting
Around Talking Oct 13-30 at Th e
Theater Proj ect , 14 Sc hoo l St .,
Brunswick. Showtime is Thu -Sun at 8
pm. Tickets are $8 on Fri-Sat, $6 on Thu
and Sun. For reservations , call 7298584.
Dance perfonnance "The Copasetics, Legends of Tap featuring The Jim
Roberts Tno' Oct 14, 8 pm at Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswi ck.
Namsadang A Korean dance ensemble who combine folk music, puppetry
and masked dance perform Oct 19, 8
pm in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin Col·
lege , Brunswick. Tickets are $7.50 for
the general public. For more informa·
tion , call 725-3406.
Danny Buraczeski Danc. Com·
pany presents Jazzdance as part of
Ram Island's "Dance Around Town" se·
ries Oct 20-21 at 8 pm , Oct 22 at 2 pm
at the Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. For ticket Information,
call 775-2562.
Murd.r Among Friends directed by
Donald Marston Oct 20-22, 28-29 at 8
pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101$8.
For more information, call 442-8455 .
Th. La.t of the R.d Hot Lovers
by Neil Simon Oct 21-23, 26-29 at Russell Hall, USM Gorham. Showtime is Fri·

Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tickets are
$6 for the public, $5 for seniors and $3
for students. For more information, call
780-5483.
M.ln. humorl.t Tim S.mpl. Oct
22 at Raoul 's, 86S Forest, Portland.
773-8886.
The He.rt of Portl.nd Vari.ty
Show in Gorham Oct 22 at 8 pm, Oct
23 at 2 pm at The Center of Movement,
19 State Street, Gorham. Pantomime,
clowning, dancing and singing . Tickets
are $5 at the door, 43 for kids . For
reserv.tions, call 839-5939 or 8839223.
Enjoy a conc.rt The Portland Can·
cert Assodation is looking for volunteer
ushers. Distribute programs , escort
concert· goers to their seats and staff
the concession stands during intermis·
sion in exchange for a chance to enjoy
the performance. Time commitment is
from 6- 10 pm for each concert during
the season. For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.

Sho.string Theat ... Annual Hal·
loween Par.de is Oct 31 . Adult vol·
unteers are needed to wear and carry
the Shoestring Theaters famous Hal·
loween puppets, including ghouls,
skeletons and Father Time. Volunteers
needed to arrive at the People's Build·
ing on Brackett Street at 5:30 pm . Call
774-1502 for more infonmation.
50th Annlv .... ry Celebr.tion of
the Jewish Community Center. There is
an oneg shabbat at Temple Beth EI, 400
Deering Ave, Portland on Oct 14, 8 pm.
Dinner dance Oct 16, 5:30 pm at
Shaarey Tphiloh Synagogue, 76
Noyes, Portfand. Metropolitan Opera
Singer Bonnie "Batya" Godfrey will
perfonm. For more infonmation, call the
JCC at 772-1959.
Y.rd S.le to benefit the arts program
at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington, Bath. The sale is Oct 15, 9 am·
2 pm and will feature furniture , house·
hold items, kitchen equipment, books,
pictures, tools, toys and games. For
more infonmation, call 442-8455.
Old Ledg. School Day Oct 16, 1-5
pm. The Yarmouth Historical Society is
sponsoring a colonial day for the whole
family. Bake table featlJring colonial
and Civil War recipes, hands on crafts,
and demonstrations of quilting, candle
and basket making. Throughout the
day, there will be classes conducted in
the school. Admission is $2 per family .
For more information, call 846-6259.
Octob.rfest Oct 16 at Woodfords
Congregational Church, Portland. Fund
raiser for the Feminist Spiritualist Com·
munity. Lasagne Dinner at S pm, $4
adults and $3 children and elders.
Movies ("Old Yeller: ·Sioux Legends'
and "Riki Tiki Tavi ") at 7 pm , $3 adults
and $2 children and elders. For more
information, call 773-2294.
Fashion Show Oct 18, 11 am spon·
sored by the Victona Society of Maine
Fashions are from House of Logan in
Boothbay Harbor, furs from Dino International, and shoes and handbags from
Cole-Haan of Freeport. The show IS
happening at the Sonesta Hotel in
Portland. The cost of lunch and the
show is $20. For reservations , call
Victoria Mansion at 772-4841.

ar.und town
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Portland Mus.um
Art Seven
Congress Squ are, Portland. Hours.
Tue· Sat, 1O-S, Sun, 12-S; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9 Current ex
hl bits' Odi lon Re don , French
Impressionist, symbollSt (through Oct
16) Photographer Andre Kert es z
(1912-1985) "Diary of Light" (throu gh
Oct 30). Winslow Homer: Paintings of
the Civil War (Oct6-Dec 18). 77S-6 148
Group .how with works by Carol
Bass, Audrey Code, Esther Gyory and
Gregory Wel ch at the We st End
Gallery, 34 Danforth , Portland. Hours:
Daily 11 am-7 pm. 775-7949.
George "B•• '" Blake New watercolors at The Art Gallery at Six Deering ,
Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm .
772-9605.
Pa.tel. .nd Oils by Anthony
Petchkis at Greenhut Galleries, 146
Middle, Portland. Exhibit continues
through Oct 28. Hours : Mon·Sat,
10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
J. Thoma. R. Higgins displays new
work at Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free.
Portland. Show continues through Oct
31. Also at the gallery a collection of
19th and early 20th century art. Hours:
Weekdays, 10 am-5 pm, Saturdays,
12-4 pm. 772-5011 .
Group .how at Hobe Sound Galleries

North, One Milk Street, Portland. Show
includes works by Noriko Sakanishi,
Jack Muench, Guy Williams, David
Driskell, Robert Eric Moore, Joe
Haroutunian, Don Stone, Tom Hen·
nessey, Frank Matz and Cabot Lyford.
Exhibit continues through Nov 5.
Hours: Tue·Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 7732755.
Broderson'. B.st Award·winning
advertising at the Payson Gallery of
Art, 716 Stevens Ave , Portland
(through Nov). Hours : Tue-Thu , 10 am4 pm, Thu 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun , l-S
pm. 797-9546.
Pari. International Print Group at
the Congress Square Gallery , 594
Congress, Portland (through Oct 22) .
Hours : Man-Sat, 10 am -6 pm.
774-3369.
Gallery 127, 127 Middle, Portland.
Abstract paintings by Glen Grafelman ,
Portland 's Michael Waterman, C.
Michael Lewis, John Hultberg and
handmade paper works by Diana Arcadipone . Also works by John
Dehlinger, Lynn Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green , Richard Hutchkins ,
Charles E. Martin, Graydon Mayer,
Chris Nielsen, Nick Snow, John Swan
and Gina Werfel. Hours : Mon·Sat 10
am-6pm , Thu 10am-8pm. 773-3317.
Nell Drobnls, blown and sand-casted
glass forms . Stein Gallery, 20 Milk,
Portland (through Nov 8). Hours: MonSat, 11 am-5:30 pm . 772-9072.
Spring Point Pottery, S Adams, S
Portland. Pottery exhibit. By appoint·
ment or chance 767-1350 .
N.ncy Margoli. Gallery 367 Fore,
Portland. Jewelry, glass, fumiture and
ceramics by several artists through Oct
15. Hours: Mon-Sat, 10-9; Sun, 11-5.
775-3822.
Maine Hlstorlc.1 Socl.ty 485
Congress, Portland. "Portland's Lost
Youth: sketches of PorUand from before the fire of 1886 by Charles Q .
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues
through Oct 31. Hours: Tue·Fri, 9-5.
Thu until 7. 774-1822.
C.fe Alw.y., 47 Middle, Portland.
New work by Lori Austill (through Dec
1). 774-9399.
Oil. by Ellz.b.th O.tr.nder at
Raffle's Cafe Bookstore, 555
Congress, Portland. 761-3930.

mDDDComput er
DmDD Consulting &
DD~D Programming
DDD~ Associa tes

A World Preview

'88

by Mike Quinn

SKATE

AMERICA
An exciting international skating competrtion featuring more than 70
world class skaters, includin~ National Champions and 1988 Olympic
competitors from each partiCipating country.

Tues .. Oct. 18
OtflClal Training
(Tickets available at RIf1!{S)

All Day

Wed .. Ocl. 19
ladles Compulsory Figures

1200 PM

54

Thurs.. Ocl. 20
Men s Compulsory Figures

8 00 AM

54

Exhibition and
Compulsory Dance

100 PM

56

Open Ceremomes
Pairs' Original
and ladles Onglnal

700 PM

sa

Fri .• Ocl. 21
Men"S Onglnal and Ongmal
Sel Pattern Dance

1 30 PM

sa

Pairs Flee Skating
ladles' Free Skatrng
Exhibition and Award s

7 00 PM

S9

Sal.. Ocl. 22
Free Dance Exhibition
and Awards

200 PM

S9

Mens Free Skahng
Exhibition and Awards

700 PM

59

200 PM

513

El(hlbllion of Champions

M.ke.. 88 An exhibit of works by
members of the Maine Craft Association at Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress, Portland. Exhibit
continues through Nov 17. Hours: MonFri, 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun,
11 am-4 pm. 775-3052.
Bowdoin College Museum of
Art , Brunswick. Hours: Tue·Fri, 10 am4 pm ; Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm.
Harlem Renaissance : Art of Black
America (through Nov 19). The Print:
Old and Modern Masters through Nov
13.
Boston Artl.t. Katy Helman and
John Tricomi show their new paintings
at the AREA Gallery at the Campus
Center at USM Portland (through Oct
29). Hours : Weekdays, 8 am-I 0.30 pm ,
Sat·Sun, 12-5:30 pm. 780-4090.
Abstract p.int.r Carol Cass ex·
hibits her work at the Portland Public
Library , Monument Sq , Portland
(through Oct 29). Exhibit is open during
library hours. 773-4761.
Woven Banners and Wail Hang·
ings by Martha Roediger are on display at the Thomas Memorial Library , 6
Scott Dyer Rd ., Cape Elizabeth
(through Oct 22). Exhibit open during library hours. 799-1720.
Origins in Maine Works on paper by
ltalo Scanga at the Museum of Art, Olin
Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston.
Exhi bit continues through Nov 13.
Hours . Tue-Sat 10 am -4 pm, Su n 1-5
pm 786-6158.

out . f town
New Work by FraaslSlade through
Nov 5 at O' Farrell Gallery 46 MOine,
BrunSWick. 729-8228
Cralts Sho w at the Center for Cle
Arts, 804 Wash,ngton, Bath Exhibit
continue" :hrough Nov 1 442-8455
Walter Kuhn G allery, River Rd,
Cape Neddick. Illustratio ns by F.R.
Gruge r and a selectio n of political
editorial cartoons (through Oct 30).
Hours :Wed· Sun ,10 am-4 pm . 36 34139 .

509 Forest Ave", Portland, ME 04101

774-8242

COMPETITION SCHEDULE

Sun., Ocl. 23

schools.libraries

NETWORKING
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
MAINTENANCE
CUSTOM PROGRAMMING
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING
SEMINARS

IndJ'oIldual event tickets
available at the Cl'/le Center
Box Office (Man -Sal
9 30 AM • 5 00 PM) and al!
Tlcketron Outlets (mcludlng
Sears 10 Augusta Bangor
BrunSWick and l eWiston and
Bookland In Norlh Windham
and Blddelord)
To charge by phone use VISA
or MAST ERCARD and call
207·775·3458 (51 per IIck'l
handling charge for credit
card orders)

LO"I'EST PRICES

mGIlEST RATINGS

Mall orders accepted for
IndIVIdual events Make check
or money order payable to the
CIVIC Centel, state date and
lime of performance. number
of adult/children tickets andlor
senior cllizen tICkets A S1 per
Ilcket handling lee should be
added to all mall orders
Orders Will be hlled on a first
come first served baSIS
Group discounts avallab~ For
gLQup sales Information call
207·775 ·3481

Cumberland County Civic Center
Portland r Maine October 18-23

The Place~""~

165 Waterman Drive
South Portland • 799-5591

120 & 220
=]f;,
,

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT

,.

t::

.

"*'

Photography Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street
South Portland, Maine 04106
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Ola Port)
Portland, Maine 04101
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Diamonds • Gold • Silver· Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques· Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

Maine Arts Commission meeting
Oct 14, 9 am at the Portland Museum of
Art. Fellowship awards to be an·
nounced and Percent for Art proposals

.J.ltt)t~UE •••

498 Congress Street, Portland· 330 Lisbon Street, Lewis ton
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Wa ter Street, Augus ta

"'We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

AHL

NORTH DIVISION PRIMER:

Hockey, eh?
The hottest ticket in town is
on ice.
If you survived the opening
oxymoron, then head down to
the Civic Center to get your
tickets to see the American
Hockey League North Division
Champions 1987-1988. Of
course we're referring to the
Boston Bruins farm team Portland's Maine Mariners.
The next home game is this
Saturday, October 15, against
Sherbrooke. This will be their
second home game of the sea·
son and it starts at 7:35 p.m. at
the Cumberland County Civic
Center. See page 20 for a complete schedule of the Mariners
1988-89 home games.
Portlanders feel differently
abou~ their Mariners.. Cape
Elizabeth's Jay Madden' has
been to three Mariners games
and offered, ''I'd rather see the
Russians play. The American
game is too violent with guys
just trying to cream one another.
When the Russians come to
Portland, I was reallyimpressed
with their finesse, exquisite
plays and pinpoint accuracy. It
seems they play the game the
way it was meant to be played."
Not all local fans are waving
the Moscow sickle, Amy, a bank
teller in South Portland, loves
her Mariners. "I attend every
game I can, I love the action and
really got into their 11 game
winning streak last year."
Tony from his Portland restaurant chipped in, "The Mariners are a great buy, I've been
going for a while but last season was the greatest. Coach
Milbury gave those guys a new
and contagious enthusiasm.
They all played with such confidence because they believed
in themselves, That's coaching!
Mike Milbury deserved Coach
of the Year and I'll be on hand
to cheer his skaters for every
home game I can."
Henry, a Westbrook native,
is sort of on the fence. "Ah, I'll
probably go to a couple games
this year. I've never been to
one, In fact I'm a little confused
as to the teams they play, It

seems that everybody in their
division is from Canada."
Hank, your assessment is
pretty close. Four of the six
opponents in the Mariners
division are from Canada,
namely the Halifax Citadels, the
Moncton Hawks, the Cape
Breton Oilers and the Sherbrooke Canadiens.
Years ago when Diane Chambers was still with the Cheers
cast, it was notable how she
picked professional sports
teams when betting against
Sam. She would consider the
home town and its educational,
cultural, industrial and geographic elements. It's a crazy
system but it worked for Diane.
If you're a betting person here's
all you need to know on the
Marin~rs Canadian competitioFl.ln the North Division.
Halifax is the AHL affiliate
for the Quebec Nordiques and
hasa population of 114,594. It is
the Provincial capital of Nova
Scotia, located on the westside
of Halifax Harbor - the finest
harbor in Canada. Halifax is
the principal Atlantic port of
Canada with direct communications with Liverpool, Boston,
Baltimore, Quebec and the West
Indies. Major schools include
Dalhousie UniverSity, University of King's College and Saint
Mary's University. If you're
looking for a job here, you
should be good at fishing, boats,
oil rigs or hockey.
Moncton is the farm team for
the NHL's Winnipeg Jets, and
houses 54,743 hockey fans. It is
considered a manufacturing
and shipping center, 95 miles
northeast of Saint John. Specialties include lumber, creameries, and auto parts.
The Cape Breton Oilers play
in Sidney, Nova Scotia, a small
town of 29,444 - northeast of
Halifax by 250 miles. This team
fuels the Gretzkyless Edmonton Oilers. Sydney is known as
a steel industrial center and for

its limestone quarries. It also
has a reputation as a tourist
resort, happier when the team
is winning, eh.
Sherbrooke is home for 74,505
junior fans of the Montreal
Canadiens, the parent city located 98 miles to the east. The
University of Sherbrooke sits
where the Saint Francis and Magog rivers come together, When
skaters here aren't flicking wrist
shots, they are into hosiery,
lingerie, and rubber heels and
soles.
For the record, the other two
Marineropponents in the North
Division are located in New
Haven, Connecticut (Yale University) and Springfield, Massachusetts (American International College). That completes
the Cheers method for picking
winners, Good luck.
Returning to the real world,
AHL South Division teams
include four towns in New York
(Glens Falls, Binghamton,
Rochester and Utica); Baltimore, MD; Hershey, P A and
Newmarket, Ontario. Last year
the Mariners took a couple
months to warm up and by the
middle of December were really cooking. It was in January
that coaches Mike Milbury and
Gordie Clark inspired the
Mariners to their dazzling 11
game win streak, third longest
in the league's history. The
American Hockey League was
formed in 1936 as the primary
developmental league for the
National Hockey League,
So, now, before your favorite
beloved Mariner is on his way
to Boston to play for the NHL
Prince of Wales Defending
Champion Bruins, come out
and catch the local show. The
next wave of Boston Bruins is
on display in Portland starting
Saturday and for very reasonable prices, If you like hockey,
Portland, it would make sense
to support the Mariners. Like
Dunkin' Donuts, they're worth
the trip,
Mike Quinn, frugal Portland freelance
wr~er, keeps a 25-year-old Zamboni in
his garage.

-
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for Scarborough High School, Turner
Elementary, Windham Primary School
and Old Town High School will be
discussed. Arts Advocacy Meeting,
hosted by the PorUand Arts Alliance at
4 pm at Portland City Hall. For more
information, call 289-2724.
Gallery Talk Oct 13, 5:15 pm and Oct
14 at 12:30 pm at the Portland Museum
of Art. John Eide, chairman of the photography dept at the Portland School of
Art will discuss works by Andre
Kertesz. Free.
.. oumey Into India An audio visual
presentation with a travelogue through
Nepal from the travels of Ralph Davis
Oct 13, 8 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress, Portland. Free
Maine G,.phlc Arts Associallon
will celebrate its 5th annual Printing Excellence Program Oct 14, 4 pm at the
Augusta Civic Center. Event includes a
preview 01 entries, dinner, awards presentation and dancing. For more information, call2B4~173.
Art Auction sponsored by Maine Arts
Oct 14 at the Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest, Portland. Free preview of works at 12 noon. $5 admission
for preview time and refreshments
(5:30-7:30 pm) and auction (7:30 pm).
All purchases benefit Maine Arts and
are tax deductible. For more information, call 772-9012.
Gallery Talk "When Harlem Was
Vogue: The Black Renaissance of the
19205" Oct 16,3 pm at the Walker Art
Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
From These Roots, a 30 minute
documentary film on the Harlem Renaissance presented in conjunction
with the exhibition "Harlem Renaissance: Art 01 Black America" at Bowdoin College. The film will be shown Oct
16 and 23 at 2 pm in Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin, Brunswick. Free.
Lecture on papermaklng Oct 21,
7:30 pm. "Papermaking, Ancient Craft
to Contemporary Art Form" will be followed by a demonstration 01
papermaking at the Maine Writers
Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. Free.
For more information, call 729-6333.
Visiting Artist Lecture Series
Richard Price speaks Oct 20, 4 pm in
Hastings Lounge, USM Gorham. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 780-5460.
Book Arts and Papermaking:
Insides/Outsides A workshop being offered by Widgen Cove Studios of
South Harpswell Oct 22-23 and 29-30
at the Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. The workshop is an
opportunity to learn the classical techniques of bookmaking and an introduction to papermaking, marbling paper.
and bookbinding. No previous experience is necessary. Cost of the course
is $80 for MWPA members, $100 for
non-members. Pre-registration is required by Oct 15. For more information,
call 729-6333.
Woven Wood Baskets by Adeline
Allen 01 Portland are on exhibit during
Oct at the Maine Audubon Society, 118
Rtl, Falmouth. Hours: Mon-Sat9 am-5
pm. 781-2330.

Coastal Conference "Fishermen,
Farmers, and Developers, A History of
the Maine Coastal Landscape" is the
theme of a conference to be held at the
Maritime History Museum in Bath, which
starts Oct 14 at 5:30 pm and running
through the following day . The
conference will be the first of a series
tracing the effects people have had on
the appearance of the Maine coast and
islands. The pubfic is invited and asked
to pre-register. For more information,
call the Maine Maritime Museum at 4431316 or the Island Institute at
594-9209.
Media Workshops for the public and
professionals on Oct 15, 9 am-l pm at
the L.L. Bean Conference Center,
Casco St., Freeport. Three workshops:
David Body, advertising executive of
Body & Co at 9:30 am; Jan Fox, WCSH
anchor and reporter at 10:45 am; and
Caskie Stinnett, travel writer and former
editor-in-cllief of Holiday and Travel &
Leisure magazines at 12 noon. $8 per
workshop, $20 for all three. Workshop
will benefit Maine Media Women's journalism scholarship fund. To pre-register
send check made payable to Maine
Media Women to A. Kaye, Box 21, RFD
2, South Harpswell, ME 04079. For
more information, call 725-4736.
.Iohn LaCarre fans Masterpiece
Theater begins its new series with
LaCarre's "A Perfect Spy" on Oct 16,9
pm. Program those VCRs!
Poetry Workshop Oct 22, 10 am-3
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 190
Mason, Brunswick. Led by poet William
Carpenter, the workshop will begin with

comments on current trends in poetry,
and then focus on the writing of the
participants. The cost is $30 for MWPA
members, $35 for non-members. Preregistration is required by Oct 15. For
more information, call 729-6333 .
Symposium on Child & Family
Issues Oct 16, 1-3 pm at Corthell
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. A celebration of two decades of service to children and families of Portland. Lilian G.
Katz, contributing ' editor of "Parents"
magazine, will be a guest speaker. Admission is $15. For more information,
call 78(,-5486.
Lecture on Christian Science Oct
17, 8 pm. "The Truth about Christian
Science and fts Discoverer" will be
given by Horatio Rivas, member 01 the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship
in Chase Hall Lounge, Bates College,
Lewiston.
Book Discussion Oct 18, 10 am at
the Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt
Rd. This week's discussion is on "West
with the Night" by Beryl Markham. For
more information, call 781-2351.
.lung Seminar Oct 18, 4 pm in the
Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. This
week's seminar will be a presentation of
a dream for analysis and interpretation.
Free.
Society In Decline World Affair
Couocil fall series of lectures continues
Oct 18, 7:30 pm at Eleanor DeWolfe
Ludke Auditorium, Westbrook College,
Portland. Lecturer to be announced. $5
for the public, $1 for students. For more
information, call 780-4551.
The Mystery of Mysteries Oct 20,
7 pm . Lecture-discussion series on
mysteries at Thomas Memorial Library,
6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The

Bike For Hope The AIDS Project
hosts a 27-mile bike-a-thon Oct 22. The
bike trip is aimed at increasing awareness and community involvement
about AIDS, as well as raising funds
needed for educational and support
services. For more information, call
774-f3877.
Terford Shelter for the homeless in
Brunswick is looking for volunteers to
help with fundraising, food drives and
as shift supervisors. Formal training is
available in the form of workshops, with
two coming up soon: "Medicallnformation" and "Human Communication and
Conflict Management." The shelter only
asks for five hours a week in the
evenings. For more information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action .
Refug_ Resettlement Program
Cumberland and York county individuals and church groups are needed to
help newly-arriving refugees from
Eastern Europe, the Near East and
Southeast Asia adjust to life in Maine.
For information, call the Diocesan Human Relations Services' Refugee Resettlement Program at 871-7437.

Peacewalk 88 Oct 16, 1 pm. 100kilometer walks throughout Maine to benefit Maine Freeze and the Maine Central
America Coalition. A walker may designate a favorite local peacelsocial justice group to receive a portion of the
funds raised. To sign up for local walks
call 772'()792 (greater Portland), 8465194 (Yarmouth and Freeport, 7294953 (Brunswick and Bath) or 282-3043
(Biddeford and Saco). For statewide
information, call 773-1782.
The Future of Gr_n Politics In
America Oct 19, 7:30 pm in Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. A lecture being given by Dee Berry, coordinator of
the Green Committee of Correspondence U.S.A. Free.
Peace Vigil every Wed at noon. Monument Square, PorUand.

Meditation for Women every Mon
at thE) Quaker Meeting House, Forest
Ave, Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information, contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at
773-2294.
The AIDS Project, 48 Deering, Portland, lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers
caregivers and friends of PWAs. Fo;
more information, call 774~77.

The Balancing Act The Boston
Performers Ensemble demonstrate how
chemical abuse affects individuals,
families and co-workers on Oct 17, 7
pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-5072.

October 15
Sherbrooke Canadiens
October 28
Adirondack Red Wings
October 29
Hershey Bears

Maine Mariners
Hockey
Home games

November 2
Binghamton Whalers
November 5
New Haven Nighthawks
November 12
Sherbrooke Candiens
NovemlMi 18-19
Cape Breton Oilers
November 23
Rochester Americans
November 26
Sherbrooke Canadiens

January 6
Newmarket Saints
"anuary 7
Moncton Hawks
.. anuary 13
Springfield Indians
January 14
Sherbrooke Canadiens
January 21
Hershey Bears
January 27
Newmarket Saints

Liquor and Your Love Life How alcohol affects interpersonal relationships Oct 20, 7 pm at the Student
Center, USM Gorham. For more information , call 780-5072.
Lifeline Special Programs Love
Your Back on Tuesdays 5-6 : 15 pm,
starting Oct 25; Weight Wise on Mondays 5:30-6 :45 pm, starting Oct 31;
and Smokefree on Tuesdays 6:30-8
pm, starting Oct 25. For brochure and
registration, call Lifeline at 780-4170.
Maine Medical Center Volunteer
Service Department is hosting a
Volunteers Opportunities Open House
on Oct 18, 9:30 am in the Dana Educational Center. Open to anyone interested in learning more about volunteer
service at Maine Med. Volunteers are
welcome whether they can give a small
or large amount of time, days. evenings
or weekends. For more information, call
871-2205.
Cholesterol and a Healthy Heart
Oct 19, 7 pm Part of Mercy Hospital's
Women's Health Series in the Medical
Staff Auditorium, Mercy Hospital, Portland. Presentation given by Thomas
Brewster, M.D., who will discuss the
role of cholesterol in heart disease and
how each person's cholesterol level
may be related to factors such as exercise, nutrition and family history. The
presentation will be followed by a
question and answer period. For more
information, call 879-3486.
Divorce Perspectives meets Weds
at 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords St, Portland. Oct 19 meeting will be small group
discussions, a communications group
and a children's issues group. For more
information, call Ingrahm Volunteers at
773-5516.

the Se~ent and the

Rainbow
~'

Don't bury me ...
I'm not dead!
Wes Craven directs this
terrifying slory of one
man's nightmarish
journey into the cerie
and deadly world of
voodoo. A Harvard
anthl'Opo\C,&ist is sent to
Haiti to rctneve a
miraculous powder that
can bring human beings
back from the dead. Tnis
frightening excursion is
packed fun of choice
Cravenesque chills
including walking
zombIes, voodoo HOME VIDEO
priests and ancient
blood rites.

DEBATES TOO DULL FOR yOU?

Vote for these videos

[MCA.-;j

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

F"S:VIDEOPORT~w
Membership

Lower Lobby
15 t Middle SI.
Portland. Maine

.

Rates
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February 4
Utica Devils
February 10
Rochester Americans
February 11
Moncton Hawks
February 17·18
Halifax Citadels
March 1
Cape Breton Oilers
March 4, 2:05 pm
New Haven Nighthawks
March 5, 2:05 pm
Springfield Indians
March 8
New Haven Nighthawks
March 11, 2:05 pm
Springfield Indians
March 22
Binghamton Whalers
March 25
New Haven Nighthawks
March 29
Springfield Indians
April 1
Sherbrooke Canadiens
April 2
Cape Breton Oilers

Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride every Thursday at 6 pm . 10-20 miles .
Meet at Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough. After ride join the group for a
pizza . For more information, call
799-1085.
Duck Hunting: The Small Waters
Oct 13, 7:30 pm. Free public clinic at
the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center, Freeport.
Bushwhacking with Map and
Compass Oct 15-16 Two-day workshop on navigation skills at Pinkham
Notch offered by the Appalachian
Mountain Club. For reservations, call
603-466-2727.
Waterfowling from a Duck Boat
Oct 18, 7:30 pm. Boat selection, function and design, outfitting, trailering,
on-water gear storage and hunting
techniques. Free public clinic at the
L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center, Freeport.
Duck Hunting: The Big Waters
Oct 20, 7:30 pm . Free public clinic at
the L. L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center, Freeport.
Fishermen, Farmers, and Devel"
opers, A Hlatory of the Maine
Coa.tal Landscape is the theme of
a conference to be held at the Maritime
History Museum in Bath. which starts
Oct 14 at 5:30 pm and continues
through the following day. The conference will be the first of a series tracing
the effects people have had on the appearance of the Maine coast and islands. The public is invited and asked
to pre-register. For more information,
call the Maine Maritime Museum at 4431316 or the Island Institute at
594-9209.
Hike on Peaks Island with the Ap palachian Mountain Club Oct 23 , t 2
noon For more inlormation, call
443-9446.

The Reiche Community Play"
ground will be constructed Oct 13-16.
Volunteers are needed to work fourhour shifts, morning, afternoons, and
after school. If you can help out, contact the Reiche School at 874-8873.
Kinderkonzerts A percussion trio
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra
will present a series of concerts for
kids at several area locations: Oct 13
at 9, 10, 11 am at the B.P.O:E. Lodge
in Saco (284-7774), Oct 20 at 930,
10:30, 11 :30 am at the Atrium Inn and
Convention Center in Brunswick (7297738). Tickets are $1.50.
The Wright Brothers Vaudeville for
kids Oct 14, 4 pm at The Center forthe
Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Tickets
are $6. For more information, call 442-

8455.

The World of the Insect An afterschool program at the Children's Museum, 746 Stevens Ave, Portland on
Oct 18, 3-4 pm . Learn about insect
characteristics through indoor and outdoor activities. Free with museum admission . Reservations, 797-KITE.
Halloween Windsocks Workshops
for kids ages 3-5 at the Children'S Resource Center Oct 18-20, 25-27 at 10
am and 1 pm. The cost is $1 per child.
The Center is located at 741 Stevens
Ave in Portland. Register by calling
797-0525.
Children's Story Hour at the Riverton Branch Library, 1600 Forest, Portland on Fri, 10:30 am. Movies for kids
on Thu and Fri at 3:30. For more information, call 797-2915.
Preschool Story Time (3-5 year
olds) Men and Wed at 10:30 am . Finger
Fun for Babies, Wed at 9:30 am . Tales
for Twos, Friday at 10:30 am. Portland
Public Library, 5 Monument Square,
Portland. For more information, call
773-4761.
Spring Point Pottery Hand-building
clay classes for kids. Call Nancy at
773-0494 or 767-1350.
Children's stories at the Portland
Observatory on Munjoy Hill every
Wednesday at 1 pm. Sponsored by the
Enchanted Forest Bookslore and read
by Kathy Shechan. Free with admission
to the Observatory, $4 adults, 35 cents
for children.
Stories for kids at Prince Memorial
Library in Cumberland. Wed, 10:30 am,
stories for two and three year olds. Thu,
10:30 am, stories for three to five year
oIds. Starting Fri, Sep 23 at 1:30 pm, an
eight-week story-art program for
kindergartners. For more information,
call 829-3180.
Flicks for kids at the Portland Public
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am
and Tuesday at 13:30 pm . Free. For
more information, call 773-4761.
Looking for a pet? If you are planning to get a new pet, call or visit the
Animal Refuge League, 449 Stroudwater, Westbrook. Puppies, kittens , dogs
and cats of all sizes, colors and ages .
Open 9 am-4 pm, Mon·Sat. The Animal
Refuge League also ofters a meeting
room and educational programs lor
area schools, 4H Clubs, Scouts, dog
and community and animal related organizations. For more information, call
854-9771 .
~

Open 7 days

773-1999
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Februar,3

Ba~imore Skipjacks

December 2"3
Moncton Hawks
December 9
Hal~ax Citadels
December 10
Sherbrooke Canadiens
All home games are at 7:35 pm,
December 27
unless otherwise noted.
Utica Devils
The Mariners play the Civic Center"
December 30
Tickets are $6"$7 and
Adirondack Red Wings
December 31, 6:05 pm are available at the box office"
775"3411
Halifax Citadels

topic of this week's discussion 's
"Mysteries: A Writer's Perspective: a
discussion of mystery from a writer's
point of view. For more information, call
799-1720.
Poet David Welker will read from his
work-in-progress on Oct 20, 8 pm at the
Maine Writers Center, 19D Mason ,
Brunswick. The reading is open to the
public and a $2-$3 donation is suggested. For more information, call 7296333.
Chinese poetry is the subject of a
lecture being given by Stephen Owen ,
professor of East Asian Civilization at
Harvard on Oct 20, 4 pm at 38 College
Street, Brunswick. Free.
Ed Bradley, CBS News correspondent
will lecture on Oct 20, 8 pm in Pickard
Theatre, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free.
School Science and Natural
Hlatory Enrichment Project of
the Maine Audubon Society is offering a
Rejuvenation Workshop for teacher of
grades K-8 on Oct 22 in Falmouth. The
workshop will include hands-on science
activities, outdoor teaching skills, criticaf thinking and problem-solving approaches, and local community resources. Cost for the full day workshop
and lunch is $25. For more information,
call Carey Hotaling at the Maine
Audubon Society at 781-2330.
The World Affairs Council needs
volunteers to help out with the Fall Series programs - bringing materials to
the hall, helping set up, taking registrations, and helping clear the hall and
closing up. The series if being held at
USM on Tuesday evenings. For more
information, call the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Planetarium butts Southworth
Planetarium is looking for volunteers to
greet visitors and monitor people in the
dome while the show is going on. Hours
are from 6:30-9 pm on Wed, Fri or Sat.
For more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

Free skiing Maine Handicapped Skiing
is looking lor volunteers to give a day
working one-on-one with handicapped
skiers in exchange for a complimentary
lift ticket to Sunday River Ski Resort for
a day. Intermediate or advanced skiers
are needed. This program runs for 10
weeks Jan through Mar. Training clinics
will be held in Dec. Maine Handicapped
Skiing progam served 137 people with
51 volunteers last year. For more information, contact Maine handicapped
Skiing, Sunday River Ski Resort, RFD
112, Box 1971, Bethel, ME 04217 or call
824-3018.
Advanced life saving at the Portland YMCA begins Oct 24, 6-9 pm. The
class runs for 7 weeks. Register at
least one week in advance. The cost is
$60. For more information, call
874-1111.
Basketball at Riverton Community
Center, 1600 Forest, Portland. Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1.50 residents,
$2.50 non-residents. For more information, call 775-5451 x300.
Volleyball at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett, Portland. Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1.50 residents,
$2.50 non-residents. For more information, call 775-5451 x300.

You need it yesterday. We'll have itforyou tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.

781-5464

SIGN

243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COMPANY

$500 OFF PURCHASE OF $5(pl OR MORE

THE
LUMBER SHOP
WOOD CRAFTS UNFINISHED FURNITURE
&

CLOCK WORKS
WOOD PRODUCTS FOR
HOME DECORATING
DOWELS
SLATE
COUNTRY CRAFfS
UNFlNISHED FURNITURE

SUPPLIES FOR:
BASKET MAKING
STENCILING
CHAIR CANING
INCLUDING PRE WOVEN CANE
TOY MAKING

"The Shop That's Different"

26Bridgton Rd. (Rt. 302), Westbrook
Hours: Mon"Fri 8:30-5:00; Sat 9:()()..4:30

797 9081
-

Offhand Elegance.
Our drawstring shoulder
pouches gain a wonderful
offhand elegance in tapestry.
purse size (11 "x6"x7") $50.25
canyalJ size (14"x8"x7") $64.50

T

ROBERT E. KUVENT, D.P.M.
Announces the opening of his office
for the practice of Podiatric Medicine,
foot surgery and sports medicine at
980 Forest Avenue
Suite 202
Portland, Maine 04103
Telephone (207) 878-3400

Nearly one out of every two
citizens will not vote on election day. Their reasons range
from "bored with the candidates" to "my vote doesn't
matter anyhow."
One way to convince your
neighbors to go to the polls in
November might be to schedule a series of weekly "Get Out
the Vote" home video double
features.
These films should help prod
the reluctant voter into doing
his or her duty, and they provide great entertainment besides.
"Get Out the Vote" Double
feature No . 1 - "The Candidate" (1972, Warner, 109 minutes) and "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington" (1939, RCA/Columbia, 129 minutes), two idealists overwhelmed by political
corruption offer both insight
into the political process and
hope that the voters will be
sharp enough to help good
triumph over evil.
"The Candidate" is an inside
view of what it is like to run for
political office in America.
Robert Redford is the idealist
talked into running for Senate,
and he gives the best perfonnance of his career. Peter Boyle,
as his devious campaign manager, and Alan Garfield as the
media specialist, are letter-perfect in their true-to-life roles.
Director Michael Ritchie and
5creenwriter Jeremy Lamer
worked in political campaigns
and captured the inside look of
American politics more realistically than any film before- or
since. The film is even more
relevant today than when it was
released 15 years ago.
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" is the quintessential Capra film offering the kind of
populist idealism that makes
you feel no matter things are,

everything will work out if we
try our best. Jimmy Stewart
plays the role of a lifetime as the
nai ve young senator who turn5
the tables on his corrupt backers by fighting them tooth and
nail. The climatic filibuster is
one of the great scenes in motion picture history. Jean Arthur
as his hard-boiled girlfriend,
Harry Carey as the viCe presiden t and Ed ward Arnold as the
manipulative backer are as
good as the superb script by
Sidney Buchman. Directorwriter-actor Tom Laughlin
remade it as "Billy Jack Goes to
Washington" (1977, 155 minutes). Add this clumsy clinker
to the double-bill as a bonus
attraction for late night viewing.
"Get Out the Vote" Double
Feature No.2 - "State of the
Union" (1948, MCA tape and
disc) and" Adviseand Consent"
(1962, Hal Roach, 139 minutes,
skip the colorized version and
stick to the black-and-white
original). The first is a comic
look on the issue of presidential politics, the second an engrossing look into what happens after that president is
elected - and how important it
is to pick the right person.
Sp~ncer Tracy if the presidential candidate and Katharine
Hepburn his skeptical wife in
the Capra-directed "State of the
Union," the Howard LindsayRussel Crouse satire about an
honest businessman trying to
hold onto his integrity as he
runs for office. Angela
Lansbury, as his rich patron
backing the campaign, and Van
Johnson, as the campaign
manager, add to the fun.
"Advise a~d Consent" gives
you a fictional account of what
goes on inside the Oval Office.
It's based on Alan Drury's
knowing novel about tt,e ins
and outs of Washington politics. The plot concerns the
appointment of a controversial

secretary of state by the president and the fight to stop the
appointment. Otto Premenger
directed this big Hollywood
film featuring such prominent
actors as Henry Fonda, Don
Murray, Charles Laughton,
Walter Pidgeon, Gene Tierney,
Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres,
Burgess Merideth and George
Grizzard. They all act up a
stonn.
"Get Out the Vote" Double
feature No. 3 - "Seven Days in
May" (1964, 118 minutes) and
"The Manchurian Candidate"
(1962,126 minutes), two political thrillers guaranteed to fuel
the paranoia inside you.
A military plot to take over
the government is screenwriter
Rod Serling's absorbing conceit in "Seven Days in May."
Frederic March is president,
Burt Lancaster and Kirk
Douglas, mili tary officials, and
John Houseman made his
screen acting debut in a role
you won't soon forget. Director
John Frankenheimer makes it
all look so real that you can
have nightmares picturing either George BU5h or Michael
Dukakis playing the president.
Frankenheimers "The Manchurian Candidate" is one of
the greatest thrillers ever made.
It captures the political paranoia of the 1950s with scalpellike precision. Frank Sinatra,
Laurence Harvey, Henry Silva
and
especially
Angela
Lansbury give spine-tingling
performances. George Axelrod
adapted the Richard Condon
story and David Amram provides the suspenseful musical
score. Long unavailable, the
home video version restores
~h~classic just in time for the
1988 election.
Joe Saltzmlln writes on media and
music. He is chairman of broadcasting
at the University of Southern California.

Here's how to reach the
many readers of C B W
with your classified ad: (1)
Mail your ad; (2) Drop
your ad off in person; or
(3) Phone your ad in to our
Claaaified HotLine:
772.6672, using your
Visa or Mastercard. All
classified ads must be
paid for in advance.
Consult our Claaaified
Ad Fonn to determine
the total cost of your ad. If
you deriye regular income
from the subject(s) of your
classified ad(s), you are
considered a ·Business"
enbty for the purposes of
determining your ad rate.
"Found" items are published free as a public
selVice.
Deadline for all types
of classified adYertising is
Monday at Noon for the
following Thursday's edition. Ads received aller
the deadline will run starting with the next issue.
CBW will not print full
names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the
"Person to Person· category. Those advertising
under this heading must
either provide a Post Office Box number in their ad
or use the CBW Box
Service. All information
pertaining to ·Person to
Person" advertisers and
respondents is kept
strictly confidential,
CBW Box Service is
offered for the conyenience and confidentiality of advertisers in
our classified categories.
Responses to CBW boxholders are usually forwarded within 48 hours.
Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit ads.
CBW shall not be liable for

room-

CLASSIFIED
INDEX

I
CONFUSED? Your questions on PorUand's city gOYemment answered by Kathy
Caron, author of ·Inside City
Hall". Enclose SASE. Write:
Ledgewood Consulting, Box
I, Peaks Island, ME 04108.
Limited Free OHer.

animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz 'selVices
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc
notices
person to person

BUSINESS SERVICES!
Place an ad in our classified
section anytime and reach
40,000 readers for only $7

BACK TO BASICS
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
Specializing: Organizing
& Reconstructing
Account Records
Affordable Rates!
20 Years Experience

767-6150

I t$li;lI ilt.
LOVE MUSIC? Start instrumental music lessons
this fall in piano, drums, acAll
cordion or recorder.
ages. Haye car, will travel.
Call Sandy 772-5636 or Jean
767-3542.

recrealion

ride board
roommates
stuH for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

.tUjljUro.
WANTED Mac 512KE or
Mac Plus - Computer cretin
needs used word box, under
$1000. 761-4556.

REAL ESTATE
INDEX

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. yacation
for sale . commercial
for sale. residential

failure to insert, any
advemsement for which it
may be responsible,
beyond actual space
occupied by the ad in
which error, omiSSion or

-----1
If you derive
regular Income
from the subject(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the bUSiness rate
And thank you for choosinq
Casco Bay Weeklyl

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?
Call Richard Nest, T.B. 01
ME. 773-27t 8. Stickered,
warrantied, some financing,
$1,500. to $2,500. '80's'84's. Call 773-2718, ask lor
Richard Nest.

PLAN A LITTLE MUSIC
for your Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's
lestivities. Hire an ensemble
from Accordion Plus. Sandy
772-5636; Jean 767-3542

Please read the CBW Classified Policy before compleling this form
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper If necessary

IF YOU'RE NOT advertising In Casco Bay Weekly,
you're missing 40,000 entertainment-hungry readers I

PREFERRED CATEGORY. _ _ _ _ __
BASIC RATE (from aboye)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL

+---

+---

NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Not for publication:
We need the lollowing inlormatlon to print your ad. It Will be held in strict confidence.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT METHOD

Check _

Money Order

Credif Card 11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Visa

I

Exp Date _ _ __

I

MasterCard

FEMALE LOOKING for
female companion to share
my home in Old Orchard
Beach. Please write P.O.
Box 4046, Old Orchard
Beach, ME 04064.

POWNAL FARMHOUSE
to share. Conyenient to
Portland or Brunswick. Two
women looking for 1W0 more
responsible women with
feminist orientation. Rent
$212. Call Candice or Kris
688-2218 or Candice, days
781-2330.

recRUNNING COMPANION
wanted. I run long distances
belWeen 6 and 10 miles at a
9 minute pace, usually in the
a.m. Call Linda at 761-8009.

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I

C A . S C O BA.'Y' " " E E I < L ' Y ' I
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/772-6672
I
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

I
I
I
I

MAINEL Y FRIENDS A
very aHordable match making selVice , for all people.
We oHer low prices and high
quality service. For more information write to POB 251,
Augusta, Maine 04330.

Apartment Locator
it_SHERIDAN ·$,.REET·;~R:oiiH~;;,
..... ·····1
i)
Off-Street Parking, $530+
j
WINTER STREET 2BR, parking, gas
'j
ii
heat. $495+
II
BRACKET STREET 2BR, $475+
;,
H • PINE STREET 2BR, $625 heated
l,i.:•·. !
I) • STEVENS AVENUE lBR, parking, $450 I
i}
heated
;.'
Call fOf details on these and a wide selection of !:
!~
co •.!!th~ re?I'!.!properties now,,-v,!!~,,~/R.!, _._. -Jj
_•. _ ....
_
•.. "
._. __ ... " ,.
. ..

If •

Ii •

vi

The MS Society offers a competitiye salary and benefits
package. Interested candidates should submit a letter
of interest and resume to:
MS Society
P.O. Box 8730
Portland, ME 04104
Application Deadline: October 19, 1986

;.:.;.;.~.:.~.~~~.:,

Roommate Referral Service
also available,

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Locally based concern combines safe, prompt service
with the lowest rates. Free
estimates in Portland area.
Call 767-0873.

SWF, 25, likes the movies
R & B and long walks along
the ocean, would like to meet
educated, sensitive, sportsloying SM. Sense of humor a
must. Have you ever done
this belore? Me neither.
Please reply to CBW #135.
HOW TO RESPOND to
advertisers using CBW Box
Service: Write your letter to
the Person-to-Person person
01 your choice and seal it up
as you would any other piece
of mail.
Address it to:
Casco Bay Weekly , CBW
#___ , 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. We
will forward your letter,
unopened, to the box holder
within 48 hours!

SWM, 29 Nice looking, intelligent guy who is passionate about all outdoor sports,
the arts, and enjoying life.
Seeking an anractive (inside
and out), stable, energetic,
mature SIDWF Who wants to
share the mountains and
coast 01 Maine and beyond.
Please reply to CBW #134.

DO YOU THINK Michael
Jackson and Diana Ross are
the same person? If so, we
should meet. GWM, 24, tall,
SWM, 30 Sincere, intelli- trim! OHbeat good looks. I
gent, fun-loving. I enjoy fine enjoy the usual (fireplaces,
dining, movies, photogra- dining out), but I especially
phy, intimate conYersation, enjoy the unusual (house
the outdoors, politics and music, Schwarzenegger
world aHairs. Would like to films). If you are a like
meet an intelligent, exciting minded GWM 22-30 and are
woman, 21-30, who seeks fooking for an excruciatingly
friendship and possibly fun Iriendshlplrelationship
lasting relationship. Photo please reply to CBW Box
OK but not necessary. #138.
No mall queens,
Please reply to CBW #132.
please.

!II. S. HOLlIES
General Contraetor
Special/ztng in SUI Repair,

Jacking,
Beam Rep/ocement
&ROOfutg

OUT

Call

SWM, 30, 5'S", easy going, SWM" 40-ish, attractive,
intelligent, attractive, hones professional.
Passionate
and caring , seeks a sincere, about: distance motorcycle
good hearted. buxom gal for touring, line food classic
friendship, romance and ad- llies, get-down R&B, tender
venture. Where are you? romance, collective conWrite me! CBW Box # t 36.
sciousness (in any order). If
you're an intelligent, alluring,
sensitive, giving, mature (at
any age) woman who could
ATTRACTIVE, intelligent, share this - and more honest SWM, 32, kind, good please respond to CBW Box
sense 01 humor, interests #127. (Pics are nice - I'll do
include dining out, movies, the same.)
sports, seeks attractive
honest SWF lor possible r~
lationship. Please reply to
CBW #133.
ARE THERE ANY other
GWM out there Who are car.
ing, intellectual, fairly
$16 TAKES YOU a lot attractive + personal, wi
further in Casco
Bay good basic values, interests
Weekly's Person-to-Person + respect, who : don't use
section than it will in a bar. drugs or get drunk, hate bars
($16 ; 1 30-word message + + cruising ... belWeen 18-30
CBW Box SelVice for 2 years old + are looking lor a
weeks!) Compose your CBW good friend, like myself. If
personal this week! After all so, please write CBW #131.
what do you have to lose? '

ORIENTAL gentleman
would like to date single person belWeen the ages of 22
and 30 lor lasting relationship. Please write P.O. Box
15421, Portland, ME 04101.

C

Call 772-6672

LWO'RK!

_

tickets for twoon Longfellow CrUIse Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected
~m among the corre.:t e~tries by a random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to
Win more than one prIZe In a four-week span, and only one entry is allowed per
contestant.
All entries for this .week's ~eal Pu~zle must be received by noon Wednesday,
October 19. The solution to thIS week s Real Puzzle will appear in the October 27
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to:
The Real Puzzle '20
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

£ Certified by the
United States School
of Professional
Paperhanging

UNDEIl nu: PORCH, WA'(

,~THe:

CORNER

UNOEI1- SOM~ BoA9.tlS)S~ """-'DeNT 1:
FOUND A DVC. UP \-IOl.E WHERE MY
SROT~EIt '"'lOEb TH It.iqS, '(OIJ KNOW

fl.\AT SHI'JEIlY FeE\"IN~ '(01.1 GET FRDM
l.OO\(It.!u AT SoMEOtJ~S PRIVM..'(?

HIEJl,f: WAS 1,,16HTflt F\"IIID, MATGttES,
A PLASTIC- BoX of FISH . HOOKS Willi
A MlNAfllP..E Sc:R~WDR.lVER MIXeD I
AND A IINY ASPE~IN Box WAT INSIDE
WAS A FOWED SI\..1,I5R. GUM wP.APPfR
1I'IAT WHeN YOlJ UtJ FOI"OED Ii, YOIA

SAW 11\E WOR.D • PV5Slju W(l.t"1\El\I ltV
(URSIVE REI) FlAIR At.lD UNDERUNE'D.

P.O. BOX 15302
PORTLAND, MAINE 04101
207/773-1196

WOMEN'S THERAPY
Groups now forming with low
sell-e steem, unhappy relationships, lack 01 assertiveness, andlor who are children of dysfunctional lamilies. Some openings in Mcnday a.m. group, additional MASSAGE THERAPY
ayailable at Gallagher Chirogroup on Wednesday
evenings beginning Nov 2. practic Center, 217 Brighton
For lurther information andlor Avenue, Portland. Christine
registration , contact Cheryl Pettinger, R.N., Member,
American Massage Therapy
Aronson, M A. at 772-3176.
Association. Call 772-2311.
Massage relieves stress,
WEEKLY MEDITATION and muscle fatigue and inGroup. Tuesday AM, 7: 15- creases circulation, producing relaxation.
7:45. Call 2071799-1024.

_505S
944
T
XJ6
_CRXSI
RX7
XR7
_2000GTV
_ DB5
_DMCI2
_ 300SL
442
_308GTSI
3000
124
_ 4000CS
TO
XR4TI
B20
B210
MR2
_244DL
SS409
900S
_ 2CV
GTI
225
_6000STE
TR6
2002
_300ZX
_GL10

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
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N)
L)
F)
P)
0)
JI
BI
A)

#18

thennometer
calculator
AM radio
bathroom scale
speedometer
parking meter
measuring cup
television

M) desk calendar
C) barometer
HI FM radio
E) thennostat
01 dart board
I) roulette wheel
D) telephone
KI camera

Our random d ra wing took a considerable length of time this week. Some of you
who have won recently keep submitting entries. You can't win twice in four weeks
and we know how smart you are already. Cut it out. This week's winners are Brian
Fa,?,eau (he. gets the gift certificate for Alberta's) and Diedre Hemphill (she'U be
ndIng the hIgh seas aboard the Longfellow Cruise Line). Both winners are from
Portland.

billboard
'TROUT' What's wrong with
the name John? - Your
mother.

od & soul
207/799-1024.

1) Saab
2) Honda
3) Austin·Healey
4) Ferrari
5) Jaguar
6) Chevrolet
7) Volkswagen
8) Audl
9) MG
10) Pontiac
11) Mercedes"Benz
12) Mazda
13) Ford
14) Porache
15) Niasan
16) Citroen
17) Subaru
18) Toyota
19) Fiat
20) Mercury
21) Aaton Martin
22) Triumph
23) Delorean
24) Lancia
25) Volvo
26) Datsun
27) Buick
28) Oldsmobile
29) Alfa.Romeo
30) BMW
31) Merkur
32) Peugeot

WHO PLACES Person to
Person ads in Casco Bay
Weekly? Ordinary people
like you, whoVe discovered
it's one of the most safe, fun,
easy ways for singles to
meet eachother.

PAPERHANGER

HELLERWORK· Experience the BodylMind organizing approach of this deep
but gentle bodywork. Hellerwork releases patterns 01
physical & emolional holding, re-aligns the body and
increases awareness, ease
& wellbeing . Darcey Byrne &
Harry Tweedie, Certilied
Hellerwork Practitioners .
Call 856-6490 lor inlo or free
consultation.

Each of the automobiles on the left is associated with one of the models listed on
the right. Sec if you can match them up.

WITH
DISPLAY
CLASSIFIED!

799-3604

JOURNEY INTO SOUL·
making - A weekend to
explore inner life. November
1 t, 12 & 13. Dwinnell & Hall,

numbers, too.

. If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or

CERTIFIED

'" Three Step Installation:
Meticulous Engineering,
Thorough Wall
Preparation
Careful Craftsmanship

Henry Ford started it all with a single letter, A. But now we're running out of

STAND

erson to erson

MICHELLE A. CLINE

'" Member.
National Guild of
Professional Paperhangers

1988 United Feature Syndicate.

Lew Bedell
772·6672

774-9303

HOUSECLEANING by TAKE ADVANTAGE!
mature, honest, thorough Our classifieds leach 40,000
(but not compulsiye) indlyid- active readers every week!
ual. $10/hour. Call 7751283.
RADON AIR TEST KIT
$25 each. On site test by
technician within 15 miles of
Portland, $39.95. Includes
detector, placement, pick-up
and report. 97% accurate.
Call Dana, 774-a194.

C>

BUMPER CROP

ome services

FALL FOOTBALL, basketball, hockey, raquetball...
Trying to put a team together
or find yourself a partner?
Use the RECREATION classifieds for only $5 a week!

WHOOF WHOOF Whoof
... If you want some whoof
you can feel, try these. Two
Klipsch MWM single 15" horn
loaded woofers with 400 wan
Gauss speakers. Industrial
black with fiberglass and
trim . These bins haye not
been abused. They are in
excellent condition. Perfect
for medium to large sound
systems. Take the pair lor
$850!I Call 353-4176.

..

'....o..:........:...~;c...~._.;;~"'_"':O:

IN FUNDRAISING

The successful candidate will have the lollowing qualities:
• Excellent organizational skills
• Strong writing and public speaking skills
• Knowledge 01 budget preparation and implementation
• Experience in marketing andlor advertising
• StaH management experience
• Demonstrated leadership ability

LANDLORDS: list your
rentals with CBW. Phone
772-6672. List 3, get t free I

757 Congress Street, Portland

ARTS
MARKETING
Work for Portland Stage
Company. Opportunity for a
sales minded, enthusiastic,
prolessional individual in
telemarketing.
Salary +
commission, starting at
$6lhour average. Call 774t043 days.

The Multiple Sclerosis Society is seeking an energetic,
highly motivated indiyidual to fill the position of Devel·
opment Director. The Deyelopment Director will organize and manage the fund raising program, which includes eYents such as the MS 150 Bike Tour, Regatta,
and READathon, as well as the Chapter's planned giYing
program and membership campaign. The Deyelopment
Director will supervise the fund raising staff and will report to the Executive Director.

HOUSESITTER Professional, single, responsible
woman, non-smoker, looking
lor home to care lor. Will
gladly look after pets, plants
and housekeeping. Call Kate
after 5:00 pm, 775-0343.

PINE DINING ROOM
set.
Moving, can't use.
Light walnut linish. Tressle
table w /2 leaves. Six chairs
including 2 swiyel captain's
PORTLAND BAND seeks chairs. Beautiful condition.
keyboard player and guitarist Best oHer. Call after 6 pm,
for original rock & coyers. 883-3273.
Experience and ideas welcome. Do yourself a fayor
ENSONIQ ESQ"1
wilh
and call Patti, 871-8078 or
road case & sound cartridge,
Chris, 775-2979.
$900. Music Man RD-50
guitar amp wi E. V. speaker,
MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use all tube, screams, $300.
Both in excellent condition.
the GIGS classifieds in
Call Paul 879-0199 or 775CBW. We are ready to
3536 x1322.
become your new "band-aid."

I

HEALTH
I NFORMA"
tion staH needed at Portland
Public Library. Help library
patrons use new interactiye
learning center. Part time.
Call Sarah MacColI, 7734761 x120.

23

or rent + apartmen s

14,"fll!l'l;,t4a_

PING PONG" Interested
in finding a regular ping-pong
partner. I haye table and
location.
Intermediate to
advanced only. Please call
Greg at 774-0741.

BASS PLAYER wanted.
Chart reading ability. Good
$, Good times. All styles.
Call Michael, 775-0654.

x _ __

October13,1988

GREAT OPPORTUNITY

SAXOPHONIST wanted
lor IWO bands. Must read.
Good $, Good times. All
styles. Call Michael, 7750654.

TOTAL WORDS _ __

LANDL.O.RDS:
Do you
rehsh Sifting through 60
pages of Sunday classifieds
when you'fe looking lor
something? Neither do our
40,000 readers. Like you,
they're busy - and busy
people turn to CBW first.

OFFICE MANAGER Part
time. Peaks Island Child DeYelopment Center, P.O. Box
7, Peaks Island, ME 04 t 08. EMPLOYERS There is a
Friendly workplace, nice less espensive alternative.
RESPONSIBLE
room- commute. Will provide lerry Advertise your openings in
mate, 30-35, wanted to tickets. Typing, bookkeep- Casco Bay Weekly. The
share expenses for 1W0 bed- ing & organizational skills response you get may
surprise you!
room in Scarborough. WIW needed.
carpet, 1 112 bath, sundeck,
storage, parking. Please call
883-5870. (Wrong # printed
last week.)

87 VW GLI 21,000 miles.
Ladies car, yery sweet.
Pirellis, rear spoiler, good
sound. $8500. Annie, 7731268.

(All Charges are Per Week)
IndiVidual
Bus,ness
$ 5.00
$ 7,00
$ 7,00
$ 9.00
$ 9,00
$11.00
$ .15
$ .21
$ 3,00
$ 5.00

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED AD) RATES
CALL LEW BEDELL AT CBW: 772·6672

WEST END" Roommate
wanted for quiet, big, pleasant apt. M or F fine. No pets
preferred, but may be able to
accommodate. Very reasonable rent. Call 774-1597
eves or weekends.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Munjoy Hill house with nice
yard. Confirmed clutterbug
needs understanding Bohemian who can pay $250
plus 1/2 utilities. Call 7741130 after 5 and on weekends.

81 PONTIAC Bonneville,
PSIPB, automatic, 96,000
miles, $1500. Call 774-8069
eves .

failure to Insert occurred.
Classified ads are not
L'efundable.

FUNISHED ROOM in
Deering-area home. Shared
bath, IiYing room and
kitchen. Responsible lemale
only. Call 772-4246.

Call 775·3233
1-4 pm, Mon·Sat

•

errors or omissions in, or a

TWO ROOM
apartment
on Congress Street right
WEST END: 2O-something ace ross from the Good Egg.
female non-smoker looking Lots 01 closet space. Clean.
for same to share sunny, $315 + utilities. AYailable
wood-filled apartment. Big, Nov 1. For more info call Ann
private room wi baylwindow at 775-6601.
seat. $300 + 1/2 electric.
Heat & hot water included.
Call 772-3696 or 799-4396.

SEEKING
FEMALE
roommates. Large, sunny
3BR apartment.
Intown.
Ayailable anytime belWeen
now and November 1.
$165/month + 1/3 utilities .
Call Shannon 871-1537, or
leaye message at 773-2322.

$ We Buy Good
Used Books $

1(']',$ ,111i) ~E1ih .($ ;If)

ALSO A BooK CA\.\.ED WAY OF THE
NUDIST BY F\.OIjD GR.EE'N , ON THE
COVSIt WAS A PIc..rURE OF A L.AD':1
WI1f\ NO CL01\\ES ON 1-OO\{I!Il6AT A
?HXlIR€ OF A 1.10.0'1 WITH NO C\..OnlE!.
ON \"OO\<IN6 AI A Plc.rU~E FJ<oM A
LA\)11 w,TII NO Cl..OntES ON, THAT lJlJST

~\<EipS 6011..16 UNI\\..

BRAINS. WIl.\, Go (,

Ijou

nilNK ~O\J~

FROM INFI~

I WAS R~AOIN6 SOME OF fl.\E COMMENTS M'1 BRoTHER. WRote ON me

PIC.TVRE'S LIKE ~~eY L.AOlj GIV~ Me

SkI( ""'1 ?ANT5" WI1 EN I "EAIlt> \tIM
COMING OOWN n\~ STEPS, I Pur ~~.
TrllN6 B~CK IN O~DER FAST' AND 60T
Ttle SoAI2J)S SACK ON TOP, AND wlo\€N
\t~ Mo"~D THE PL.':jWMD OVEf2. Tl>
COM~ INI I TRIED 1D $"~ HI NOj1.MAU,1j
LIKE EVEI/.':\1f\ t \'ic, WAS J\lST NOAA\AL
l.1t<.£, NORMAL.

DEAN B. The mind games
are confusing, but the obsession is growing. Jodi.
THANK YOU ST• .JUDE
for lavor granted. Mike B.

TO THE BEST £YES in
Portland. Sorry, I freaked
you: EYen though I said not,
a Wink probably would haye
cured everything. A cycle
ride is yours at your request.
Just giYe me 45 minutes notice or I might get pissed.
Have a nice life. I won't forget. Foreyer yours, Seri.
ously.

BILLY. Feel bad about
your Dad. Call me and I'll be I DON'T HAVE A DOG.
there lor ya. (I wont evaporate mysteriously like I did t- HELP RESTORE my faith
1/2 years ago.) I think you
in humanity. Return the
know I'm not like the bulk of leather jacket taken Friday.
your pals. Hey, I may not al- 10/7, Tommy's Park . Reways be fun but I can make a ward. n2-2489.
difference. Let's talk • Geez, I dunno, you make me ALAXANDRIA: Roger
so mad sometimes but I missed snatching your kiss
guess I really do GIVE A 10-4-88 downtown I I must
SHAMAN DANCER. It might haye it! Please respond
not be loye but it feels dis- here .
gusting. Your ex-Drinking
Buddlna.
HER NAME IS Samantha.
Samantha. Samantha. SamMARCY: Please call the antha. Samantha. SamanCountess.
tha. Samantha. Samantha.

ANN·

dig that perfume .

YOU WERE COMPLEX,
you are demented and insane, and I tried but f can't
help you.
PRAISES to the greatest
mom, who changed my world
with her joyous smile. Bless
you!
I AM LYING IN THE
street at Pearl & Fore, after
an autol pedestrian accident. It is February 26,
1988, 4:15 pm. You are a
young man, 28-30, medium
heightlweight, longish blond
curly hair. You stood on the
center island and offered to
testily, but I wasn1 in a position to take down your name.
I know you were sincere.
Please, I need you now.
There is now inYolYement required. Just recount what
you saw, by phone, to an insurance agent. Pleasp
John, 626-1328, ...

Visit our two locations in Maine
where you will find incredible
on a tremendous selection including
Dinnerware, Crystal, China,
Giftware, Stemware, Flatware,
Linens, Cookware and much more.
Your choice of old favorites
and contemporary ~lassic.

OPEN 7 DAYS
31 Main Street
Freeport, Maine 04032
(207) 865-9441
The Maine Outlet
U.S. Route 1
Kittery, Maine 03904
(207) 439-6550

